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Summary

e-Infrastructures consisting of data centers, networks and collaborative environ-
ments are a cost-effective solution for hosting Cloud and Grid applications for re-
search purpose. However infrastructures incur tremendous energy costs and CO2
emissions. Energy management focuses on technologies for efficiently scheduling
applications and allocating resources in a distributed infrastructure with energy
as an important factor in the policy and cost evaluations. For example, consider
consolidating the applications onto parts of servers and switching idle servers into
low-power mode. Different from commercial data center owners like Google, where
each data center is usually independent and energy monitoring and management
tools only work in the local domain, scientific e-Infrastructures run across mul-
tiple administrative domains. Here the information on the footprint needs to be
exchanged and energy management techniques need to span across multiple do-
mains. Energy management in e-Infrastructures relies on knowledge of the energy
footprint for different classes of distributed applications and the configuration and
structure of the equipment across different service providers. Therefore, a dis-
tributed information system is needed to organize and provide the knowledge for
energy management.

The knowledge in the information system should be carefully monitored and
organized, as incomplete or badly-organized information hinders optimal decision-
making during energy management; the incoherent information impedes the in-
formation exchange for the energy management across multiple administrative
domains. We set out to define a semantic information model, which represents
concepts and the relationships for capturing the knowledge using the Semantic
Web, for the information system. The Semantic Web provides an effective mecha-
nism for data interoperability and knowledge sharing. With the energy knowledge
of infrastructures, we then aimed to design energy management strategies for ex-
ecuting applications in an energy efficient manner.

Based on the introduction above, my work answered two research questions
discussed in this thesis: 1) What is the proper approach to design and create
an energy-aware information model for the description of e-Infrastructures and
develop a sufficient information system for their energy monitoring? 2) What new
energy management techniques will emerge by applying the developed information
model and knowledge base system?

Although my research focuses on e-Infrastructures, the outcomes can be ex-
tended to generic data centers. The scientific contributions presented in the thesis
are as follows:
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2 SUMMARY

1. We create the Energy Description Language (EDL), which is a semantic in-
formation model for the description of e-Infrastructures with energy-awareness.
The EDL ontology reuses the Infrastructure and Network Description Lan-
guage (INDL) to describe the resources and network infrastructure that con-
nects these resources.

2. DAS-4 is a distributed e-Infrastructure used by universities and organizations
in the Netherlands for the purpose of research and education. We build the
Energy Knowledge Base (EKB) system for energy monitoring in DAS-4.
As far as we know, EKB is the first implementation of a semantic-based
energy-aware information system, which leverages EDL to model dynamic
energy-related states of resources in the computing and network layers.

3. Power consumption of a server is a function of states of resource compo-
nents that can be obtained from the Operating System (OS) or Performance
Monitoring Counters (PMCs). We design and create a set of non-linear ap-
proaches to estimate the power consumption of servers. Based on measure-
ment data from DAS-4, we evaluate the accuracy, portability and usability of
the linear and non-linear approaches. Our work shows the multiple-variable
linear regression approach is more precise than the CPU only linear ap-
proach. The neural network approaches have a slight advantage – its root
mean square error is at most 15% less than that of the multiple-variable lin-
ear approach. But the neural network models have worse portability when
these models are applied to homogeneous nodes across the same or other
clusters. The Gaussian Mixture Model has the highest accuracy on nodes
but requires the longest training time.

4. OpenNaaS is a management platform that enables the abstraction of under-
lying network technologies and offers NaaS-based services. We implement an
efficient framework for green routing in data center networks based on Open-
NaaS. The energy-aware OpenNaaS uses EDL as the information model for
the energy-aware monitoring and description capabilities. We also study the
design and selection of energy-aware routing strategies for the prototype.
The optimized strategies combine flow routing algorithms that make rout-
ing decisions for the flows and flow scheduling algorithms that schedule the
flows on the same link. Different from previous power-minimization studies,
we evaluate the energy consumption of the strategies. Our simulation shows
that the combination of priority-based shortest routing and exclusive flow
scheduling has higher energy efficiency without performance degradation,
particularly when traffic consists of large-sized flows.



Samenvatting

E-infrastructuren, bestaande uit datacentra, netwerken en collaboratieve omge-
vingen, zijn een kost-efficiënte oplossing om Cloud en Grid applicaties to hosten
voor onderzoeksdoeleinden. Deze infrastructuren maken echter enorme energie-
kosten en CO2 uitstoot. Energiebeheer richt zich op het ontwikkelen van tech-
nieken om applicaties en hulpbronnen in een gedistribueerde infrastructuur ef-
ficiënt te alloceren, waarbij energieverbruik een belangrijke factor is in de be-
sluitvorming. Bijvoorbeeld, beschouw het consolideren van applicaties op servers
waarbij ongebruikte servers in een lage energiestand worden gezet. Anders dan
commerciële datacentrumeigenaren zoals Google, waar elk datacentrum meestal
onafhankelijk van elkaar is en energiemonitoring en beheermiddelen alleen in het
lokale domein werken, werken wetenschappelijke e-infrastructuren over meerdere
domeinen. Energiebeheer in e-infrastructuren is afhankelijk van de kennis van het
energievoetspoor van verschillende klassen van gedistribueerde applicaties en de
configuratie en structuur van de apparatuur van verschillende service providers.
Een gedistribueerd informatiesysteem is dus nodig om deze kennis te organiseren
en beschikbaar te maken.

De kennis van het informatiesysteem moet nauwkeurig georganiseerd zijn en
toezicht op worden gehouden, want incomplete of slecht georganiseerde informatie
hindert het maken van optimale beslissingen tijdens energiebeheer; incoherente
informatie belemmert de informatieuitwisseling tussen meerdere administratieve
domeinen. Wij hebben een semantisch informatiemodel gedefinieerd dat de con-
cepten en relaties van de betreffende informatiesystemen beschijft middels het
Semantische Web. Het Semantische Web verschaft een effectief mechanisme voor
datainteroperabiliteit en kennisdeling. Met de energiekennis van de infrastructuur
richten wij ons er op om energiebeheerstrategiën te ontwikkelen om op efficiënte
wijze applicaties uit te voeren.

Gebaseerd op de bovenstaande introductie, beantwoordt mijn proefschift twee
onderzoeksvragen: 1) Wat is de juiste aanpak om een energiebewust informatie-
systeem te ontwerpen dat e-infrastructuren en hun energiemonitoring voldoende
beschrijft? 2) Welke nieuwe energiebeheertechnieken zullen verschijnen door toe-
passing van dit informatiesysteem en bijbehorende kennissysteem?

Hoewel mijn onderzoek zich richt op e-infrastructuren, kunnen de uitkomsten
worden toegepast op generieke datacentra. Dit proefschift presenteert de volgende
wetenschappelijke contributies:

1. Wij creëren de Energy Description Language (EDL), wat een semantic infor-
matiemodel is voor de beschrijving van energiebewuste e-infrastructuren. De
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4 SAMENVATTING

EDL ontologie hergebruikt de Infrastructure and Network Description Lan-
guage (INDL) om hulpbronnen en de tussenliggende netwerkinfrastructuur
te beschrijven.

2. DAS-4 is een gedistribueerde e-infrastructuur dat gebruikt wordt door Ne-
derlandse universiteiten en organisaties voor onderzoek en educatie. Wij
ontwikkelen het Energy Knowledge Base (EKB) systeem voor de energiemo-
nitoring van DAS-4. Voor zover wij weten is dit de eerste implementatie van
een semantisch informatiesysteem, welke EDL toepast om dynamisch ener-
giegerelateerde staten van hulpbronnen in de computing en netwerk lagen te
modelleren.

3. Energieverbruik van een server is een functie van staten van hulpbroncom-
ponenten welke verkregen kunnen worden via het besturingssysteem of de
Performance Monitoring Counters (PMCs) van de processor. Wij ontwerpen
en creëren een verzameling van non-lineaire benaderingen om het energiever-
bruik van servers te schatten. Gebaseerd op metingen van DAS-4 evalueren
wij de nauwkeurigheid, toepasbaarheid en gebruikersgemak van lineaire en
non-lineaire benaderingen. Ons werk toont aan dat multivariabele lineaire
regressiemethoden nauwkeuriger zijn dan een lineaire benadering waar enkel
de CPU beschouwt wordt. De neurale netwerk aanpak heeft een klein voor-
deel - zijn root mean square error is maximaal 15% minder dan die van de
multivariabele benadering. Aan de andere kant is het neurale netwerkmodel
minder toepasbaar wanneer dit model toegepast wordt op homogene nodes
over een of meerdere clusters. Het Gaussian Mixture Model heeft de hoogste
nauwkeurigheid op nodes maar vereist de langste trainingstijd.

4. OpenNaaS is een beheerplatform dat het mogelijk maakt om onderliggende
netwerktechnologiën te abstraheren en biedt op NaaS gebaseerde services.
Wij implementeren een efficiënt raamwerk voor groene routering in data-
centrumnetwerken gebaseerd op OpenNaaS. De energiebewuste OpenNaaS
gebruikt EDL als het informatiemodel voor energiebewuste monitoring en
beschrijvingscapaciteiten. Wij bestuderen ook het ontwerp en selectie van
energiebewuste routeringstrategiën voor het prototype. De geoptimaliseerde
strategiën combineren datastroomrouteringalgoritmes die routeringsbeslis-
singen maken voor de datastromen en datastroomroosteringalgoritmes die
de datastromen inroosteren op dezelfde link. Anders dan voorgaande ener-
gieminimalisatiestudies, evalueren wij het energieverbruik van de strategiën
zelf. Onze simulatie toont aan dat een combinatie van op prioriteit geba-
seerde kortste padroutering en exclusieve datastroomroostering de hoogste
energie-efficiëntie heeft zonder prestatievermindering, vooral wanneer het
dataverkeer uit grote datastromen bestaat.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 e-Infrastructures

e-Infrastructures consist of networks, data centers and collaborative environments.
They facilitate scientific research carried out through global collaborations across
regions. They are mainly used for scientific data processing.

For example, GÉANT [3] is the pan-European research and education network
that interconnects Europe’s National Research and Education Networks (NRENs)
and other scientific infrastructures e.g. LOFAR [35] and SKA [36]. Altogether
GÉANT connects the servers or data centers of over 10,000 institutions, providing
the services in the area of networking, data center computing and storage. Its
European connections are shown in Fig. 1.1. Another example is DAS-4 [8], an
experimental e-Infrastructure built for computer science researchers who work on
various aspects of parallel and cloud computing and large-scale multimedia content
analysis in different regions of the Netherlands.

Figure 1.1: GÉANT European connections [20]
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6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

In today’s big data era, large amounts of scientific data in the meteorology,
genomic, and biological and environmental research domains are being produced.
e-Infrastructures are being developed world-wide to meet the soaring demand for
computing and transport of scientific data. For example, in SKA approximately
160 Gigabits (109 bits) per second of data will be transmitted from each radio dish
to a central processor; this means that the dishes will produce at least ten times
the current global internet traffic [36]. SKA will require an unprecedented mount
of high speed networks and super-computer scale data centers.

The increasing size and utilization of e-Infrastructures will lead to a large
amount of energy consumed and lots of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that
will contribute to making global warming worse. In fact, recent energy statistics
indicate that the entire data center industry produces 1.5-2% of global energy
consumption [102]. The predictions for annual increases in data center power de-
mand are as high as 15-20% [48]. According to the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), every 1000 kWh of energy consumption due to the Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) industry leads to 0.72 tons of CO2 emissions,
which is even more than the volumn of emissions per 1000 kWh created by vehi-
cles [32]. Even network participants in GÉANT are now considering about their
environmental impact. For example, a study by GRNET (Greek Research and
Technology Network) showed that their core networks and data centers produced
the equivalent of over 7509 tons of CO2 in 2010 [132].

The statistics above highlight the need for understanding and controlling en-
ergy consumption and GHG emissions in e-Infrastructures. Commercial data cen-
ter owners (such as Google, Apple and Microsoft [86]) have started monitoring
their energy consumption and employing various technologies to lower their oper-
ating cost as well as reduce their environmental impact. For instance, Google has
the most energy efficient data centers in the world [23].

On the contrary, e-Infrastructures are still being operated without energy in-
formation on their footprint, and lag behind in supporting energy management.
However, adapting energy monitoring and management tools from commercial
data centers cannot be adopted as is in e-Infrastructures. Each commercial data
center is usually independent and energy monitoring and management tools only
work in the local domain; a scientific e-Infrastructure runs across multiple admin-
istrative domains, where the information on the footprint needs to be exchanged
and energy management techniques need to span across multiple domains.

In this thesis, we research energy monitoring and energy management suit-
able for e-Infrastructures. We propose a novel semantic approach for describing
e-Infrastructures and their energy-related states, and for organizing energy knowl-
edge in our studies of energy monitoring. Leveraging our semantic models and
our energy monitoring framework, we investigate new algorithms for estimation of
power consumption in servers and energy-aware routing for networks.

1.2 The Statement and Goals of Energy Management

Energy management technologies focus on the efficient scheduling of workloads and
on controlling resources, using energy and GHG emissions as important factors in
policy and cost evaluation.
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In order to clearly define the important concepts involved in this thesis, we
describe the components of energy management in an infrastructure as shown
in Fig. 1.2. We identify three layers:

• Application domain;
• Control domain;
• Infrastructure layer.

The control domain includes the actual information system and energy manage-
ment system, and it interacts with the application domain and the infrastructure.
The information system monitors and provides runtime information about the in-
frastructure such as load and power consumption (or CO2 emissions) of resources
when running previous workloads; network topology; and available resources. The
energy management system contains an optimizer and a scheduler. When the
information on the workloads, Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and the infras-
tructure is available, the optimizer can decide on an energy-aware assignment of
workloads to resources that satisfies the SLAs. The scheduler carries out schedul-
ing activities according to this decision; it assigns workloads and controls the
states of resources, e.g. switching resources on/off, via commands or scripts. The
energy management approach about workload scheduling we present here is called
energy-aware workload scheduling.

Workloads

Workloads, SLAs

Schedule 
cmd/script

Infrastructure

                                                                                         ...Servers Networks Storage Cooling

Runtime
 information

Monitor

Optimizer

Scheduler

Load, energy, topology, 
etc.

Information
System

Energy 
Management 

System

Application 
Domain

Control 
Domain

DB

Decision

Figure 1.2: The components of energy management in infrastructures.

Apart from energy-aware workload scheduling, there are two other possible
types of energy management [86]. The first is energy-aware virtual machine
(VM) management, which focuses on a virtualized environment in data centers
[34]. In this case, mapping workloads to VMs is achieved by VM migration. This
is similar to workload scheduling.
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The second type is power capping management, a method to control peak
power consumption [89] [129]. Servers in data centers have been traditionally de-
signed with over-provisioned cooling and power delivery systems. In reality, most
servers don’t come close to reaching maximum capacity. Such over-provisioning
adds cost to the system and enlarges the server footprint, but benefits few real
workloads. Power capping limits the amount of power by managing states of hard-
ware resources to allow cooling and power delivery system to be under-provisioned
and maintain safety at all times. It is not suitable for e-Infrastructures as scientific
computing and simulation in them often use resources at their peak performance.
Power capping management is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The ideal goals that energy management techniques in a data center should
achieve are described:

• Power-proportionality. Data centers consume power in proportion to the
amount of work performed. Data centers should consume no power when
idle, gradually more power as the computing load increases, and maximum
power as all the equipment acts at peak performance. Power-proportional
data centers can run jobs without redundant power distribution. Fig. 1.3
shows that power consumption of a typical server is not proportional. Most
of network equipment is not power proportional either [38] [97].

December 2007 35

understand the key challenges for achieving energy pro-
portionality. Figure 3 shows the fraction of total server
power consumed by the CPU in two generations of
Google servers built in 2005 and 2007. 

The CPU no longer dominates platform power at
peak usage in modern servers, and since processors are
adopting energy-efficiency techniques more aggres-
sively than other system components, we would expect
CPUs to contribute an even smaller fraction of peak
power in future systems. Comparing the second and
third bars in Figure 3 provides useful insights. In the
same platform, the 2007 server, the CPU represents an
even smaller fraction of total power when the system

ENERGY EFFICIENCY AT VARYING
UTILIZATION LEVELS

Server power consumption responds
differently to varying utilization levels.
We loosely define utilization as a mea-
sure of the application performance—
such as requests per second on a Web
server—normalized to the perfor-
mance at peak load levels. Figure 2
shows the power usage of a typical
energy-efficient server, normalized to
its maximum power, as a function of
utilization. Essentially, even an energy-
efficient server still consumes about
half its full power when doing virtu-
ally no work. Servers designed with
less attention to energy efficiency often
idle at even higher power levels.

Seeing the effect this narrow dynamic
power range has on such a system’s
energy efficiency—represented by the
red curve in Figure 2—is both enlight-
ening and discouraging. To derive
power efficiency, we simply divide utilization by its cor-
responding power value. We see that peak energy effi-
ciency occurs at peak utilization and drops quickly as
utilization decreases. Notably, energy efficiency in the 20
to 30 percent utilization range—the point at which
servers spend most of their time—has dropped to less
than half the energy efficiency at peak performance.
Clearly, such a profile matches poorly with the usage
characteristics of server-class applications.

TOWARD ENERGY-PROPORTIONAL MACHINES
Addressing the mismatch between the servers’

energy-efficiency characteristics and the behavior of
server-class workloads is primarily the responsibility
of component and system designers. They should aim
to develop machines that consume energy in propor-
tion to the amount of work performed. Such energy-
proportional machines would ideally consume no
power when idle (easy with inactive power modes),
nearly no power when very little work is performed
(harder), and gradually more power as the activity level
increases (also harder). 
Energy-proportional machines would exhibit a wide

dynamic power range—a property that might be rare
today in computing equipment but is not unprecedented
in other domains. Humans, for example, have an aver-
age daily energy consumption approaching that of an
old personal computer: about 120 W. However, humans
at rest can consume as little as 70 W,8 while being able
to sustain peaks of well over 1 kW for tens of minutes,
with elite athletes reportedly approaching 2 kW.9

Breaking down server power consumption into its
main components can be useful in helping to better
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Figure 2. Server power usage and energy efficiency at varying utilization levels,
from idle to peak performance. Even an energy-efficient server still consumes
about half its full power when doing virtually no work.
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Figure 1.3: Server power usage and energy efficiency at varying utilization levels,
from idle to peak performance [44].

• Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) close to 1. A data center is a facility
housing a large group of networked servers, associated power distribution
equipment and cooling facilities. In order to measure how efficiently a com-
puter data center uses energy, PUE is defined as the ratio of total data
center power usage to IT equipment power usage. If PUE is close to 1, then
data centers spend all the power supplies on the IT equipment for useful
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computing and communication work. Fig 1.4 (a) provides a rough guide
to associated electricity costs in a data center. The average PUE value of
commercial data centers was 2 in 2005 [88]. There is lots of progress in re-
cent years. PUE for Google data centers has dropped to 1.12 in the third
quarter of 2014 [23]. PUE for the supercomputer Cartesius, which is part of
an e-infrastructure offered by SURFsara [37], is 1.2 in early 2014 [95].

• Carbon Usage Effectiveness (CUE) close to 0. CUE is defined by the ratio
of total CO2 emissions caused by the total data center energy usage to IT
equipment energy usage. CUE in ideal data centers should be close to 0.
Data centers should effectively use clean energy sources and have no carbon
emissions.
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40%$

Servers

Network

Cooling, 
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IT equipment

! Servers

! Storage

! Network

Source: Luiz André Barroso and Urs Hölzle, The Datacenter as a Computer: An Introduction to the Design of 
Warehouse-Scale Machines, Morgan & Claypool, 2009.
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5% Networking

22% other

Server peak power by hardware component from a Google data center (2007)
(b)

Figure 1.4: (a) Costs distribution in a data center [72]; (b) Server peak power by
hardware components from a Google data center [79].

PUE and CUE are the metrics to measure the effect of energy management
techniques. Energy efficiency is also a common energy metric. A technique is
energy efficient if it has higher performance when consuming the same energy or
it has the same performance when less energy is used.

1.3 Energy-aware Information Modeling for
e-Infrastructures

As we discussed, workload scheduling is the energy management strategy we
adopted in our work. For instance, scheduling latency-tolerant workloads onto
nodes with green energy sources or consolidating workloads into a smaller set of
nodes provide effective mechanisms for reduction of energy costs and GHG emis-
sions. But applying all these energy management approaches requires energy-
related knowledge of the infrastructures.

In the case of an e-Infrastructure, which consists of distributed administra-
tive domains, the operators have the opportunity of cooperating with each other
to perform global power management. We have already seen some attempts in
NRENs. For example, NRENs in Europe cooperated to develop a green routing
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technique across different networks to transfer data in the Mantychore Project [18].
To support these cases, an information system for an e-Infrastructure is needed
to organize and provide the energy-related knowledge, which should include en-
ergy footprint for different classes of distributed applications and configuration of
resources in different administrative domains. This system maintains information
in each local domain and provides the information to peers in other domains to
form knowledge of the overall e-Infrastructure.

The knowledge in this information system should be carefully monitored and
organized, as incomplete and badly-organized information hinders optimal decision-
making during energy management; data centers in an e-Infrastructure have usu-
ally heterogeneous hardware and software components, so incoherent information
impedes information interoperability for energy management across multiple do-
mains.

To alleviate this problem, we introduced an energy-aware information model
to describe concepts and the relationships of e-Infrastructures for capturing the
knowledge in the information system. The information model is used to describe
managed objects at a conceptual level, independent of any specific implementation
used to process data. The operators can use the models to know how to properly
manipulate data in an information system.

There is an additional benefit of introducing an energy-aware information
model. The state of the art in the Green ICT area lacks a deep understanding
of the complicated infrastructure components and their states, their correlations
and inter-dependencies: for instance, which states and properties resources have,
which are useful for the power management, and how the states can be measured.
This obscurity hinders the progress of Green ICT. Using models to describe the
infrastructure with energy-awareness can help the research community achieve a
better understanding of the available resources for designing energy management
technologies.

1.4 Energy Management for e-Infrastructures

We also investigate energy management for e-Infrastructures in this thesis. The
potential of saving power from power distribution and cooling equipment in e-
Infrastructures is pretty limited. Currently, the scale of an individual data cen-
ter in e-Infrastructures is not big enough compared to a commercial data center
which usually runs ten thousands or millions servers [30], so it is not cost-effective
to buy and install the enhanced auxiliary equipment, e.g. a high-voltage power
supply, or water cooling system. Moreover, the power supply and cooling in-
frastructure is fixed, unable to be optimized or replaced. The average PUE of
some e-Infrastructures is not too high, for example the PUE of a DAS-4 cluster
in University of Amsterdam is estimated at about 1.4. Therefore, we mainly fo-
cus on the techniques of managing energy consumption of the IT equipment in
e-Infrastructures in this thesis.

When an energy management system assigns workloads onto the servers of e-
Infrastructures, the most important factors are estimation of the incoming work-
loads as well as estimation of the energy consumption of servers as a result of
the workload schedule to be carried out. Considering that energy consumption
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equals to power consumption multiplied by time, it is necessary to estimate power
consumption1.

A typical server includes several hardware components: CPU, memory, disks,
networking devices, etc. The proportion of power consumption on hardware com-
ponents in a typical server is shown in Fig. 1.4 (b). The majority of power esti-
mation models used before are linear; they are linear functions of the load of these
components [42][134]. But some previous work found that the power consumption
of a server is not fully linear with CPU or I/O load [62][52][90]. This motivates
us to build non-linear mathematical models suitable for power estimation and
evaluate their effect.

In the total energy footprint of data centers, networks only account for about
15% of the total expense (See Fig. 1.4 (a)), and they are not the largest cost
category. Thus, the network component has rarely been considered the most
relevant component for energy optimization. However, the proportion of networks
could grow to 50% in a data center where power management techniques are
only used on the server-side [38]. This occurs particularly in data centers in
an e-Infrastructure where large volumes of data are frequently transported. It’s
therefore crucial to reduce the energy consumption of data center networks in
e-Infrastructures.

Energy-aware routing techniques are effective to save energy by making routing
decisions to aggregate traffic over a subset of links and devices in over-provisioned
networks and switch off unused network components. Some energy-aware routing
studies are theoretical but they neglected the scheduling algorithm for routed flows
on the same link [136] [131]. Some studies provided actual implementations and
prototypes, but they only have limited applicability [78] [123]. This motivates us
to propose a more useful solution for energy-aware routing and investigate a joint
routing-scheduling algorithm.

1.5 Research Questions

Current information systems organize and provide accurate information for re-
source management in e-Infrastructures, e.g. resource type, resource state, and
network topology. For instance, the Monitoring and Discovery System [116], which
is developed for Grid infrastructures like EGEE [11] and its successor EGI [2], col-
lects and aggregates information about resources and services. However, these
information systems cannot support energy management due to lack of the capa-
bilities of monitoring energy information.

We aim to study and build an energy-aware information system. Before
that, we have to look into an energy-aware information model to describe e-
Infrastructures with energy awareness. Thus, our first research question can be
described as:

Q1: What is the proper approach to design and create an energy-aware
information model for the description of e-Infrastructures and develop

1We differentiate the concepts of power consumption (Watt) and energy consumption (Joule)
in this thesis.
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a sufficient information system for their energy monitoring?

Once we build an energy-aware information model and information system, we
have the basis for studying energy management techniques for e-Infrastructures.
Our second research question can be naturally stated as:

Q2: What new energy management techniques will emerge by applying
the developed information model and information system?

From the information system we developed for an e-Infrastructure, we can
obtain the measurement data in terms of performance of hardware components
and power consumption of servers. We aim to derive power estimation models
using different non-linear approaches. Thus, a more detailed question that is part
of question Q2 follows:

Q2a: How do we build and evaluate non-linear approaches for power estimation
in a cluster environment?

We aim to explore an energy-aware component in an open-sourced platform to
implement energy-aware routing for data center networks. With the energy-aware
information model, we can design data elements and their structure of energy
monitoring for networks. We also intend to evaluate the effect of different energy-
aware routing strategies and select a optimal one for this component. Thus, the
second detail question in Q2 is proposed as:

Q2b: What is a proper way to explore energy-aware routing in data center networks
and how much impact do routing strategies have on the energy efficiency of the
networks?

1.6 Contributions and Thesis Outline

According to the research questions proposed, the thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 investigate the answer of the question Q1. Chapter 4
and Chapter 5 study the answer to the questions Q2a and Q2b respectively.

• Chapter 2 reviews the basic idea of the Semantic Web, and gives the motiva-
tions for using a semantic approach to describe e-Infrastructures with energy-
awareness. The description of e-Infrastructures with energy-awareness re-
quire two models. This chapter first presents our group’s previous work on
the semantic model for computing and network infrastructures – the Infras-
tructure and Network Description Language (INDL) [71]. Then this chapter
presents the Energy Description Language (EDL) [138] model for energy
monitoring and how we build EDL upon the Infrastructure and Network
Description Language.
In this chapter our main contribution is Energy Description Language. EDL
is OWL-based model, which improves the interoperability of energy knowl-
edge across multiple domains. The concepts in EDL can support a wide
range of power management scenarios such as power estimation and green
resource discovery.
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• Chapter 3 validates the Energy Description Language ontology by using
its concepts in the Energy Knowledge Base (EKB) [137] system that is a
distributed information system for energy monitoring in e-Infrastructures.
This chapter discusses the architecture of EKB, and presents the usecases
and evaluation of EKB.
We build the Energy Knowledge Base system for energy monitoring in DAS-
4. As far as we know, EKB is the first implementation of a semantic and
energy-aware information system, which leverages EDL to model infrastruc-
tures with energy awareness. EKB can monitor and provide the knowledge
for energy-aware resource allocation as well as resource discovery.

• Chapter 4 studies different linear and non-linear approaches to estimate
power consumption of an entire server. We summarize our contributions of
the chapter as follows:

– we design and create a set of non-linear approaches to estimate power
consumption of servers;

– we build and evaluate the power estimation models in a cluster envi-
ronment using a large amount of measurement data;

– we evaluate the accuracy, portability and usability of the linear and
non-linear approaches.

Our work shows the multiple-variable linear regression approach is more
precise than the CPU-only linear approach. The neural network approaches
have a slight advantage – its root mean square error is at most 15% less
than that of the multiple-variable linear approach. But the neural network
models have worse portability when the models generated on a node are
applied across its homogeneous nodes. The Gaussian Mixture Model has the
highest accuracy on Hadoop nodes but requires the longest training time.

• Chapter 5 presents a prototype of energy-aware OpenNaaS, a solution to
energy-aware routing in a network management platform. This chapter also
discusses the design and selection of energy-aware routing strategies for the
prototype.
The detailed contributions of the chapter are the following.

– We implement an efficient framework for green routing in data cen-
ter networks based on OpenNaaS. OpenNaaS is an open-sourced man-
agement platform that enables the abstraction of underlying network
technologies and offers NaaS-based services.

– We study the design and selection of energy-aware routing strategies
for the prototype. The optimized strategies combine flow routing al-
gorithms that make routing decisions for the flows and flow scheduling
algorithms that schedule the flows on the same link. Different from
previous power-minimization studies, we evaluate the energy consump-
tion of the strategies. Our simulation shows that the combination of
priority-based shortest routing and exclusive flow scheduling has higher
energy efficiency without performance degradation, particularly when
the size of flows is large.

Chapter 6 summarizes the overall research contributions in this thesis, and
discusses the conclusions to the research questions.





Chapter 2

The Energy Description Language
—A semantic approach for modeling infrastructures with
energy awareness

This chapter is based on:

• M. Ghijsen, J. van der Ham, P. Grosso, C. Dumitru, H. Zhu, Z. Zhao and C. de Laat
(2013). A semantic-web approach for modeling computing infrastructures. Computers
and Electrical Engineering, 39 (8), 2553-2565.
• H. Zhu, K. van der Veldt, P. Grosso and C. de Laat (2014). EDL: an energy-
aware semantic model for large-scale infrastructures. (Technical report UVA-SNE, no.
2014-02). Amsterdam: Universiteit van Amsterdam, System and Network Engineering.
http://dare.uva.nl/document/2/161769
• H. Zhu, K. van der Veldt, P. Grosso, Z. Zhao, X. Liao and C. de Laat (2012). Energy-
aware semantic modeling in large scale infrastructures. In Work in Progress Sessions
(WiP): 2012 IEEE International Conference on Green Computing and Communications
(GreenCom): pages 11-14, Besancon, France.

2.1 Introduction

In Sec. 1.3 of the previous chapter, we showed the use cases of workload schedul-
ing. They require the description of e-infrastructures with energy-awareness to
capture energy-related knowledge. In Sec. 2.2 of this chapter, we describe the Se-
mantic Web, and explain why such a semantic approach is suitable for describing
e-infrastructures with energy-awareness .

The energy-related knowledge of an e-infrastructure includes the configuration
and structure of resources and the energy footprint of applications. Correspond-
ingly, we will require two models: one for describing the structure and capabilities
of the infrastructure and another for describing the energy-related states of the
infrastructure.

We first provide a brief introduction to our previous work on the semantic
modeling of computing and network infrastructures – namely the Infrastructure
and Network Description Language (INDL) in Sec. 2.3.

Then we present our Energy Description Language model and explain how
it imports INDL to describe infrastructures with energy-awareness in Sec. 2.4.
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EDL itself focuses on the concepts and relationships of energy monitoring and
measurement, which are used for energy management. Sec. 2.4.1 presents the
state of the art on the energy-aware information models. Sec. 2.4.2 describes the
EDL model and its components. Sec. 2.4.3 discusses the features of EDL.

2.2 Semantic Web Framework

The Semantic Web provides a common framework that allows data to be shared
and reused across application, enterprise, and community boundaries [9]. It was
first proposed as a way for machines to understand web pages and data. To further
understand the power of Semantic Web, we take a simple example. Consider the
following two statements:

• A links to B.
• There is a link between A and B.

If a computer receives this example information, it won’t understand that these
two statements mean the same thing. But the Semantic Web can represent two
sentences with the same semantics using a Resource Description Framework (RDF)
triple: {A, linkTo, B}. This is where the Semantic Web can help computers to
parse information and derive knowledge.

Syntax: XML

Data interchange: RDF

Ontologies: OWL, RDFS

Querying: SPARQL

Knowledge: triple store

User interface and Applications

Figure 2.1: A simplified architecture of the Semantic Web

Fig. 2.1 illustrates the simplified architecture of the Semantic Web derived
from [80]. The functions and relationships of the components can be summarized
as follows:

• XML provides an elemental syntax for content structure within documents,
yet associates no semantics with the meaning of the content contained within.
N3 [14] and Turtle [15] are similar syntaxes.

• RDF [60] is a simple language for expressing data resources, in particular
for representing metadata about data resources, which refer to resources and
their relationships. RDF provides a standard model for data interchange on
the Web. RDF is a fundamental standard of the Semantic Web.
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• RDF Schema (RDFS) [7] and OWL [59] are languages for describing on-
tologies. Ontologies are information models in the Semantic Web. Both
RDF Schema and OWL extend RDF. An RDF-based ontology can be repre-
sented in a variety of syntaxes, e.g. RDF/XML, N3 and Turtle. One of the
most popular syntaxes for OWL is RDF/XML which uses an XML syntax
to describe RDF triples.

• Knowledge is structured data in the format of RDF triples, which is saved
in a unique type of database called triple store, examples of which includes
Sesame, Jena DB and AllegroGraph.

• SPARQL [111] is a protocol and query language for knowledge. Applications
retrieve information from a triple store using SPARQL.

2.2.1 Resource Description Framework and ontology
description language

In the Semantic Web, data is expressed as individuals or instances. They can be
described by a set of RDF triples, namely an RDF graph. Each triple has a format
of {Subject, Predicate, Object}:

• Subject represents the resource to be described.
• Object represents another resource or the value of the property for the sub-

ject.
• Predicate is a property relevant to the subject; it indicates the relationship

between subject and object.

Fig. 2.2 is an example of an RDF graph, which contains a number of triples.
Here we see for example one is "{HadoopNode01, inDomain, UvA}". The graph
also contains other triples representing the IP information and the type of "HadoopN-
ode01" and "HadoopNode02".

UvA Hadoop
Node01

inDomain

"192.168.1.10"

IP

Amsterdam

location

Node

type

Hadoop
Node02

"192.168.1.11"

IP

type

Figure 2.2: A simple example of RDF graph

RDF provides a common framework for expressing data so it can be exchanged
between applications without loss of meaning. RDF uses Uniform Resource Iden-
tifiers (URIs), which are universal global unique identifiers, to identify resources
or properties. URIs can ensure the uniqueness of data.

RDF Schema extends RDF and is a vocabulary for describing properties and
classes of RDF resources. Same type of resources belong to a class. RDF Schema
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provides mechanisms for describing groups of related resources and the relation-
ships between these resources. For example, the property "rdf:type" is used to
specify the certain type of resource. In Fig. 2.2, "HadoopNode01" and "HadoopN-
ode02" are the same type of resources, and they are all computing "Nodes". RDF
Schema introduces the domain of and the range of a property to define what kind
of types are valid as subject and object. The set of valid subjects is called the
domain; the set of valid objects is called the range of that property. OWL further
extends the vocabulary of RDF Schema in terms of the relations between classes
(e.g. Man and Woman can be stated to be disjoint classes), equality, richer typing
of properties, characteristics of properties, and enumerated classes.

2.2.2 Benefits of Semantic Web

We believe that there are several advantages to using a semantic approach to
describe e-Infrastructures with energy-awareness. The major ones are:

• Data is interoperable. The data of each domain in an e-Infrastructure should
be interoperable such that it can be understood and shared between each do-
main. RDF is a common framework that supports this data interoperability
in the multi-domain case. RDF links knowledge from distributed domains
using URIs and it allows to combine the knowledge.

• Ontologies are extensible. OWL defines classes, properties and how they can
be imported in an ontology, so that an OWL ontology can use the vocabulary
of other ontologies. OWL provides explicit separation between semantics
and syntax. The clear separation also helps the ontology developers to mix
different ontologies.

Apart from Semantic Web, other possible approaches might rely on XML Schema
[33]. XML Schema is a language that describes and restricts the structure and con-
tent of elements in an XML document. XML Schema can also define information
models. XML models are more concise than OWL ontologies in XML/RDF. But
when machines consume information, this is not a real concern. It deserves men-
tioning that OWL ontologies can be described using other more compact syntaxes,
such as N3 to keep concise.

But XML Schema presents several disadvantages. XML models are not exten-
sible. For instance, if an element in a information model needs to be extended, e.g.
adding a new attribute, all its descendants of this model have to be updated to
include this new attribute. OWL ontologies are extensible as they do not restric-
tively define the structure of a document. In addition, XML lacks the restrictions
on identifiers, and it is not straightforward to create globally unique identifiers
across multiple domains in the XML models.

2.3 Infrastructure and Network Description Language

The goal of INDL is to capture the concept of computing and network infras-
tructures and to describe the storage and computing capabilities of the resources.
The INDL ontology is built upon the Network Markup Language (NML) ontology.
Both are OWL-based ontologies.
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Figure 2.3: Network Markup Language main classes and properties

NML [125] is a generic network description model shown in Fig. 2.3. The
basic elements in NML are Node, Port, Link and Topology. Node is a device in the
network, which can be hardware resources – a router, switch or computer machine.
A Node connects to the network through its Port. The Link is a connection
between two Ports. Ports, Links and Nodes make up a network topology. An
important difference with previous network models is that NML is a completely
unidirectional model. The Port can be logical concept, which does not correspond
to one physical interface. One physical interface can have two unidirectional NML
port individuals to describe the traffic in different directions.

INDL uses the nml:Node concept as the basic entity for describing a resource
in a computing infrastructure. INDL can be used as a stand-alone model (i.e.
without any network description), or it can be used in combination with NML by
importing the NML ontology into the INDL definition. We focus on the latter
case in this thesis, all NML concepts will become available to the user of INDL. In
the following, we describe the main classes and properties in the INDL ontology.

Fig. 2.4 shows how the internal components of a node are modeled by defining
nml:Node to consist of a number of NodeComponent. The NodeComponent is
an abstract class which describes essential components of machines which are of
interest to the user: MemoryComponent shows how much memory is available at
a node, ProcessorComponent to describe how many cores a node has, their speed,
etc. and StorageComponent to define the space available for local storage.

Virtualization is modeled using the VirtualNode concept, which is modeled as
a subclass of nml:Node (i.e. a virtual node inherits all properties of a node). A
virtual node is also implemented on a node (see Fig. 2.5). The implementing node
itself can be either a physical node or another virtual node. This allows us to
create layers of virtualization stacked on top of each other.
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nml:Node Node
Component

hasComponent

partOf

Memory
Component

Processor
Component

Storage
Component

rdfs:subClassOf

rdfs:subClassOf

rdfs:subClassOf

size

speed
cores

architecture

size

Integer

Integer

Integer

Integer

String

Figure 2.4: INDL: Modeling internal node components.

nml:Node VirtualNode

implementedBy

implements

rdfs:subClassOf

Figure 2.5: INDL: Modeling virtualization of nodes.

The key feature of INDL which makes it reusable and easy to extend is that
it decouples virtualization, functionality and connectivity. This allows us to add
new functionality (e.g. adding a new type of NodeComponent) without impacting
how we model its connectivity with other devices or how we model virtualization
of the new resource. Furthermore, connectivity and functionality is modeled the
same for physical nodes and virtual nodes which allows INDL to describe physical
computing infrastructures as well as virtual infrastructures.

The use of Semantic Web technology in INDL and NML ontologies facilitates
the creation of models that can be easily stacked and extended by other models.
NML and INDL have been used to define the models for three different comput-
ing infrastructures: the CineGrid infrastructure [87], the Logical Infrastructure
Composition Layer in the GEYSERS EU-FP7 project [68] and the NOVI feder-
ation platform [19]. It was also the basis for ExoGENI [21]. In these projects,
INDL shows its support for describing distributed infrastructures. Operators in
each domain create the description for their infrastructure based on INDL; then
they can publish the description in the same information system or on the Web
and a resource management system can gather the information needed for global
management across domains. An e-Infrastructure can also be described in this
way. In essence, INDL is a suitable model for e-Infrastructures.

2.4 Energy Description Language

2.4.1 Energy-aware Information Models

There are a number of information models that have been designed to capture
energy-awareness.
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Daouadji et al. developed an ontology-based resources description framework
for resource allocation purpose with minimal CO2 emissions [57]. The framework
is used by GreenStar Network (GSN) [34], the first nation-wide network in the
world which is powered only by green energy. In the framework, they proposed a
simple ICT energy consumption model (GSNONT) based on the Semantic Web.
Each resource has an associated energy type, which is categorized into Green and
Brown. Each type of energy source has a property, which quantizes the CO2
emissions per unit of energy.

The Common Information Model (CIM) [16] is a comprehensive UMLmodel for
ICT systems and devices. It was developed by the Distributed Management Task
Force (DMTF) [1]. CIM is a very broad and complex model, and the current UML
schema of the total model is over 200 pages. Given the complexity of the CIM, it’s
not easily reused or extended. DMTF has defined a mapping from UML to XML,
which is mainly implemented in enterprise-oriented computing infrastructure and
operating systems. CIM includes a set of objects related to energy monitoring.
The Power Source class describes the output power of entities that produce power;
Power Supply captures the capabilities of input voltage and frequency entities that
supply power. Metric details the measured value by Sensor.

The Green Information Model (GIM) [49] is the outcome of the Mantychore
project. GIM uses XML Schema to capture the energy and green considerations
of a network, and it includes the concepts of the power delivery, power supply and
power monitoring components. Power delivery resources represent any device that
directly delivers power to network devices. Each device is associated with a power
supply, but a network can use a number of power supplies simultaneously.

The Energy Management (EMAN) [17] working group in Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) [6] focuses on an energy management framework for IP-based
network equipment. EMAN presents an information model for energy monitoring
and energy control. Energy monitoring includes measuring power, energy demand
and attributes of power. Energy control sets a device’s or component’s state. The
model also addresses the issues of identification and classification of devices in
networks.

We compare the features of the available information models in Table 2.1.
Namely, we look at

• Domain,
• Object,
• Range,
• Model,
• Renewable energy,
• Relation of sensors and devices,
• Sufficient metrics.

The first three information models only aim at describing information about
energy monitoring, and EMAN also targets information about energy control.
GSNONT and CIM can describe the states of computing and networking devices
as well as their components e.g. CPU and memory, while EMAN and GIM only
monitor the networking devices. GSNONT is a quite specialized model, mostly
applied for green routing path selection. Only GSNONT is an OWL-based on-
tology while other models use XML Schema. GIM and EMAN lack the property
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Table 2.1: Comparison of existing energy-aware information models in the descrip-
tion of infrastructures.
Name GSNONT CIM GIM EMAN
Domain monitoring monitoring monitoring monitoring &

control
Object devices& com-

ponents
devices& com-
ponents

devices devices

Range green routing networks
&computing
systems

networks
&computing
systems

networks
&computing
systems

Model OWL XML Schema XML Schema XML Schema
Renewable en-
ergy

√ √
× ×

Relation of
sensors &
devices

× × ×
√

Sufficient met-
rics

×
√

× ×

that describes sustainability e.g. CO2 emissions of an energy source. Different
from performance monitoring, the power is measured on instrumentation devices
instead of resources that consume power, and usually one sensor monitors multiple
devices simultaneously. This requires a clear definition of the relationship between
the instrumentation devices and identification of remote devices for which moni-
toring information is provided. Currently, only EMAN can support the description
of this relationship. Except CIM, other models only support basic energy-related
metrics such as power, current or voltage. In fact, the energy metrics of resources
can be GHG emission, electricity cost, energy efficiency, etc. The lack of metrics
in the models limits the range these models can be applied in. All these models
above are not suitable to describe the energy-aware infrastructure across multi-
domains for energy management. We will propose our information model in the
next section.

2.4.2 Energy Description Language

The goal of EDL is to represent energy monitoring objects and the energy-related
states of resources. EDL links them to the Node class in INDL. The EDL model
is shown in Fig. 2.6; it contains three main parts:

1. The Green Metric part defines classes and properties to describe measure-
ment data using different energy metrics.

2. The Characteristic part is related to the non-measurable states of computing
or networking resources, e.g. energy source and energy efficient capabilities,
which support energy-aware resource discovery.

3. The Monitor Component part describes the way of obtaining measurement
data of resources from sensors and the way of organizing measurement data
in logs.
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Figure 2.6: Energy Description Language imports INDL – INDL and three main
parts in EDL. They are the Green Metric classes and their properties, the en-
ergyCharacteristic classes and properties and the Monitor Component classes and
their properties

2.4.2.1 Green Metric

metricName
Metric*0..1
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Figure 2.7: UML representation of Green Metric part

From Fig. 2.7, the Metric class contains the Performance Metric class and the
Green Metric class. Performance Metric can be the general performance metrics
such as throughput and utilization. Performance metrics measure the capability
of resources. There is already some work on modeling performance metrics [64]
[135]. We reuse the common metrics for hardware components from them. In this
thesis, we focus on energy metrics.

The Green Metric class represents the measurable states of resources in various
metrics related to energy and sustainability. Energy management systems leverage
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the current states using the green metrics to decide how to schedule tasks. The
metrics they are interested in could be diverse. Some systems may care about
GHG emissions, while others may focus on metrics about the electricity cost of an
infrastructure.

The Green Metric class defines two types of energy metric, Observed GMet-
ric and Calculated GMetric, distinguished by the way measurement data is ob-
tained. Data in the former metrics is directly collected from power meters such
as Power Distribution Units (PDUs), while data in the latter is usually obtained
by numerical calculations of measurement data using observed green metrics and
performance metrics.

In EDL, we predefined some green metrics. Observed green metrics from power
meters are usually fixed, so we defined them as classes. These classes can’t be
added or removed once loaded into information systems. Power Factor is the
ratio of the real power that is used to do work and the apparent power that is
supplied to the circuit. Energy Consumption and Power Consumption represent
the total energy consumption in a period of time and real-time power consumption,
respectively.

The calculated metrics are numerous. We defined the calculated metrics as
individuals which can be dynamically instantiated using Calculated GMetric class
by users. Energy Efficiency and Emission Efficiency are two calculated metrics
already defined in EDL. Energy Efficiency is a measure of the rate of computation
or transmission that can be processed by a computer for every watt of power
consumed. The Green500 ranks supercomputers in the Top500 list using FLoating-
point Operations Per Second (FLOPS) per Watt [31]. Also, Energy Efficiency
measures the number of operations or transmissions for every joule of energy
consumed. Comparably, Emission Efficiency measures the number of operations
or the bytes of data transmission for every unit of GHG emissions. Calculated
GMetric also includes the metrics of the overall infrastructure like PUE. We also
define the total volume of GHG emissions and total electricity cost.

Although the efficiency metrics seem more useful, absolute metrics, e.g. Power
Consumption are essential. Energy Efficiency can be improved by enhancing the
performance even if resources continue to consume large amounts of absolute
power. Resources in the idle state can not be adequately characterised by just
efficiency but can be evaluated by measuring Energy Consumption and Power
Consumption.

Each metric individual is associated with a Unit according to its physical
quantity. In many cases a numerical value alone cannot be understood without
its unit type. We list the predefined green metrics and their units in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: The predefined green metrics and their units in the EDL ontology

Group Metric Unit
Observed Metrics Power Factor -

Energy Consumption Joule (J)
Power Consumption Watt (W)

Calculated Metrics Energy Efficiency Bytes per Joule
Emission Efficiency Bytes per gram
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2.4.2.2 Energy-aware Characteristics
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Figure 2.8: UML representation of energy-aware Characteristic part

The UML representation of energy-aware characteristics is shown in Fig. 2.8.
The Energy Source class defines the type of energy source used by the resources
in infrastructures, e.g. wind, solar or thermal. Each energy source has a corre-
sponding electricity price and GHG emissions rate; these can be used to calculate
the total GHG emissions of the resources in a period of time. With the descrip-
tion of energy sources, EDL has an awareness of environmental sustainability of
resources.

The running state of a resource is determined by the Power State class. A
management system should know whether the resource is in Off, Sleep or Active
state. The ratedPower property describes the power of a device under nominal
(idle) operating conditions. The Power Capability class indicates what low power
capability the resource has. Resources that are made up of embedded processors
like Intel Atoms, Solid State Disk (SSD) storage and Energy Efficient Ethernet
supporting IEEE 802.3az [12] have low power or energy efficient capability.

Based on the description of energy characteristics in EDL, applications can
discover resources from the knowledge base when given specific requirements for
energy sources, energy states or power capabilities. For example, EDL allows
applications to discover resources with green energy or with low power processors
or GPUs.

2.4.2.3 Monitor Component

The most significant difference between energy monitoring and performance moni-
toring is that energy monitoring needs extra instrumentation devices to determine
power or energy. The power is measured on these instrumentation devices instead
of directly on resources. For example, power value of a resource is retrieved from
a PDU at the outlet. Therefore, the relationship between resources and instru-
mentation devices must be understood.

As shown in Fig. 2.9, the relationship between resources and instrumenta-
tion devices is described by Hardware Sensor Component under the Sensor class.
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Figure 2.9: UML representation of Monitor Component part

Sensors include hardware sensors and hardware sensors. The Software Sensor
Component is software systems or tools which monitor the performance attributes
that are not available from hardware sensors.

The Power Meter class represents the instrumentation device, usually a PDU,
for energy monitoring. Each node can be monitored by a PDU, which usually has
multiple modules. Each module includes multiple outlets that attach to different
resources. Each specified Outlet is only responsible for providing the measure-
ment data of the resource attached. The property attachTo describes a one-to-one
mapping between a resource and a outlet of the power meter. PDUs are differ-
entiated by model or type, which feature an access address and APIs to collect
measurement data. The Driver of PDUs describes this information.

Besides the relationship of resources and power meters, the Monitor Com-
ponent describes the organization of measurement data. The MonitorLog is a
collection of Load instances in different metrics with additional properties about
sampling time interval as well as the start time and end time of sampling. The
load has Measurement data for the same metric. Each Measurement individual in
a load represents one measurement that has an metricValue modeled by a datatype
properties with xsd:double type value. The measurement has a data property of
timestamp. The value of timestamp represents the time at which the measurement
was taken.
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2.4.3 Features of Energy Description Language

In Table 2.3, we summarize the features of EDL. This should be compared with
Table 2.1 where we reported other previous models. EDL can describe fine-grained
resources and virtualized resources given that it leverages INDL to model inter-
nal components of nodes and virtualized nodes. It provides the description for
networks and computing systems. EDL is a semantic model that improves data
interoperability and stays extensible. EDL can describe renewable energy, and it
can represent the relations between power meters and devices. The measurement
data can be described by EDL using any metrics.

Table 2.3: Features of Energy Description Language in the description of infras-
tructures.

Name EDL
Domain monitoring
Object (virtualized) devices& components
Range networks & computing systems
Model OWL
Renewable energy

√

Relation of sensors & devices
√

Sufficient metrics
√

EDL decouples the energy-related states from the configuration and structure
of resources. This allows us to add new energy-related states, for example adding
the location of an energy source without influencing how we update the connec-
tivity and the composition of resources in EDL. There are an additional features
of EDL that make it a very strong model for energy management.

EDL supports a wide range of energy management scenarios:
1) EDL supports the power estimation. It defines an energy measurement log,

which allows the representation of measurement data in different metrics at differ-
ent sample time intervals. This measurement data is necessary for various energy
management scenarios. One of most important is the analysis of measurement
data statistics which can support construction of power estimation models. These
models are used to predict the power consumption of scheduling decisions.

2) EDL can describe the agreements between operators and users, as it defines
energy cost and capacity of resource components. Energy budget accounts for
a significant part of cost of operating infrastructures. On Clouds or Grids, the
price that operators can charge depends on the performance they advertise; but
the energy consumption of these resources is diverse. Cloud or Grid users can be
encouraged to wait to utilize a combination of energy efficient resources with low
performance requirements, and in the meantime the operators refund part of the
profits from the cost of saving energy. But users are worried about whether the
amount of refund is real and is worthwhile. They need to reach agreements with
the operators.

The operators use the classes and properties in EDL to design an automatic
mechanism for disseminating claims about resource capacity and energy cost in
the agreements. The users have an explicit EDL model and are therefore capable
of understanding these agreements. In this way, online agreements can be easily
reached at a low-cost.
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3) EDL is able to support green resource discovery across different domains,
finding green networks or computing resources. Although some infrastructures or
parts of resources have been using green energy source, there is no method for
differentiating them from other infrastructures or resources, limiting the effect of
power management. Energy-related states such as the type of energy source of
resources and the GHG emission rate generated are abstracted in EDL. It enables
operators to search this information across domains in order to discover resources
in terms of their energy and sustainability state.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed the motivations for using a semantic approach to
describe an e-Infrastructure with energy-awareness. RDF improves data interop-
erability in a distributed environment and OWL ontologies are extensible so that
we can easily build new models based on our previous work: the Energy Descrip-
tion Language imports the Infrastructure and Network Description Language.

We first presented INDL, its classes and properties. And we showed how
this model captures the concept of virtualization and describe the capabilities of
hardware components in computing and network infrastructures.

After that, we gave an overview of the features of existing energy-aware in-
formation models for describing infrastructures. None of these models are fully
suitable for fine-grained description of infrastructures across multiple domains.
Therefore we developed EDL, a semantic model which defines metrics that de-
scribe energy footprint in relation to workloads, non-measurable state of resources
and objects used for energy monitoring. EDL can model internal components of
a node and virtualized nodes. EDL can describe renewable energy, and it can
represent the relations between power meters and devices. The measurement data
can be described by EDL using any metrics. The concepts in EDL can support
a wide range of power management scenarios. In the next chapter, we will show
an energy-aware information system – the Energy Knowledge Base system [137].
EKB has adopted the EDL ontology to properly organize and manipulate energy-
related knowledge.



Chapter 3

The Energy Knowledge Base System
—A semantic information system for energy monitoring in
e-Infrastructures

This chapter is based on:

• H. Zhu, K. van der Veldt, P. Grosso, X. Liao and C. de Laat (2013). EKB: a se-
mantic information system for energy-aware monitoring in distributed infrastructures.
In Proceedings: 2013 IEEE Third International Conference on Cloud and Green Com-
puting (CGC), pages 60-67, Karlsruhe, Germany.
• H. Zhu, K. van der Veldt, Z. Zhao, P. Grosso, D. Pavlov, J. Soeurt, X. Liao, and C.
de Laat (2015). A semantic enhanced power budget calculator for distributed computing
using ieee 802.3az, Cluster Computing, 18(1), 61-77, 2015.

3.1 Introduction

Distributed Grid or Cloud e-Infrastructures usually integrate an enormous amount
of computational, storage and networking resources, data and services from differ-
ent administrative domains worldwide [84]. For example, EGI [2], the successor
to the EGEE projects [11], is a global collaboration of more than 350 resources
centers in 56 countries. It provides more than 320,000 logical CPUs and 180 PB
of disk space with over 1.7 M compute jobs processed every day in them.

Resource management for such large-scale e-Infrastructures depends on the
availability and accuracy of information about individual domains, such as resource
type and resource state, and about the interconnections between infrastructures,
such as networking topology. There are some information systems that can support
this. The Monitoring and Discovery System (MDS) [116] developed for Grid e-
Infrastructures like EGEE and EGI collects and aggregates information about
resources and services. In terms of network infrastructures, PerfSONAR [75] and
SoNoMA [81] are information systems that publish performance information about
networking elements using different measurement tools.

However, despite the essential role of energy management to cut the energy and
running cost for large-scale infrastructures, existing information systems hardly
support it. First, complete information on the energy profile of different appli-
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cations is missing. Second, information systems that also possess a resource dis-
covery mechanism usually cannot cope with the requirements of applications on
energy-awareness. For instance, they cannot meet the requirements for discovering
resources powered by renewable energy sources.

Building an energy-aware information system for e-Infrastructures required us
to overcome some challenges: 1) the system needs to span across multiple domains
of an e-Infrastructure; 2) and it needs to capture and combine information from
different sources considering that performance and power information is usually
measured on different devices.

In this chapter, we present the architecture of Energy Knowledge Base (EKB);
we show how EKB addresses these challenges and embraces more features suitable
for e-Infrastructures. Sec. 3.2 compares existing information systems with EKB. In
Sec. 3.3 we present the general EKB architecture. Sec. 3.4 shows the applications
of EKB for energy management. Sec. 3.5 provides a performance evaluation of
two system implementations of the EKB architecture. Finally, Sec. 3.6 concludes
this chapter.

3.2 Information Systems

3.2.1 XML-based Information Systems

MDS [116], Berkeley DB Information Index (BDII) [109], Advanced Resource Con-
nector (ARC) [66] and RGMA [55] are developed for Grids and are deployed in
systems such as NorduGrid, Europe Data Grid, Crossgrid, and Open Science Grid;
they are also used in Clouds now.

Globus MDS4 publishes information about available resources on the Grid
and their states. It adopts the Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF) to
define an XML-based service information model and standard interfaces for access
to service data for clients. The system provides multiple-layer index services to
subscribe and cache resource properties (sets of information about a resource)
from specified information sources like Ganglia [100]. The trigger service doesn’t
only subscribe resource information but also performs actions when the collected
data meet certain conditions.

BDII and ARC both rely on the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
server and are derived from the Globus MDS2 framework. They use the same
GLUE information model and access APIs. They provide resource information by
doing an ldapsearch on LDAP URLs.

PerfSONAR [75] and SONoMA [81] are used for monitoring and measuring
wide-area network infrastructures such as GLIF [4] or GÉANT. The Measurement
Points (MPs) in PerfSONAR wrap network tools like Ping or Iperf for measuring
network metrics. PerfSONAR consists of a couple of web services, e.g. Lookup
Service and Measurement Archive (MA) Service, which can respond to queries
about performance measurement and discover service registered in a federated
environment. It provides visualization tools and service interfaces to perform
tests. SONoMA is a network measurement architecture, which has similar MP
and MA services with PerfSONAR. But SONoMA uses a different information
model, and lacks the capability of monitoring a network across multiple domains.
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The information systems above are not designed for energy monitoring, and
they lack the functionality of describing and collecting energy information. The
Cisco EnergyWise [54] framework aims to obtain power measurement data. It
allows networks to advertise the power consumption of attached devices using a
network-wide approach and a query mechanism via the Simple Network Manage-
ment Protocol (SNMP). But this way of relaying information between neighbour-
ing devices is not suitable for large scale infrastructures, where the number of
monitored resources across different domains is huge and the response time would
become unacceptable. Moreover, the metrics for qualifying energy consumption
in EnergyWise are too simple and cannot be extended.

All these information systems described here are built on XML-based informa-
tion models. This limits possibilities of sharing data and extending models.

3.2.2 Semantic Information Systems

There is ongoing research on semantic systems for Grids and Clouds, which provide
advantages of data interoperability.

The Semantic Grid seeks to incorporate the Semantic Web approach into the
ongoing Grid. Using RDF and ontologies can offer high-level support for man-
aging Grid resources through exposing metadata in an interoperable form. The
Semantic Open Grid Service Architecture (S-OGSA), extends OGSA by defining
a lightweight mechanism that allows for the explicit use of semantics alongside the
associated knowledge services to support a spectrum of service capabilities [56].

The Semantic Monitoring and Discovery System (S-MDS) [115] is built on top
of the Globus MDS4 toolkit. S-MDS dynamically creates an information model
from MDS resource properties files and develops algorithms for automatic ontology
instantiation. It includes an index service, which is similar to the one in MDS to
organize and publish semantic data. The system provides some GUI tools for
creating, enriching and registering semantic metadata, and constructing SPARQL
queries [111]. However, information model creation and ontology instantiation
algorithm depend on resource properties files, and this therefore follows that MDS
is the only one available information source for S-MDS. It cannot adapt to other
information sources and cannot be extended to include power monitoring.

ActOn [130] is an ontology-based information integration system for Grids.
Metadata Cache provides fast access to information that has been already inte-
grated and materialized. It focuses on information integration, and allows the
selection of Grid information sources such as BDII and MDS to generate and
maintain up-to-date metadata. It neglects research on information models for
metadata description. And it only works locally without the capability to aggre-
gate information across different domains.

Table 3.1 summarizes the information systems above, and compares the differ-
ences between them and EKB. Namely, we look at

1. Semantic,
2. Energy-aware,
3. Support multiple domains,
4. Scalable,
5. The number of information source,
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Table 3.1: Features of Energy Knowledge Base and common information systems.

System MDS Perf
SONAR

Energy
Wise

S-MDS ActON EKB

Semantic × × ×
√ √ √

Energy-
aware

× ×
√

× ×
√

Multi-
domain

√ √
×

√
×

√

Scalable
√

× ×
√ √ √

Info
source

multiple multiple single single multiple multiple

Range Grids
/Clouds

networks networks Grids
/Clouds

Grids
/Clouds

networks
&Grids
/Clouds

Info
model

XML:
GLUE

XML:
NMWG

– OWL:
Dynamic

OWL:
DO

OWL:
EDL

6. Range,
7. Information model.

MDS, S-MDS and ActON are systems for monitoring Grids and Clouds. MDS
is not semantic system, ActON can’t work in an infrastructure with multiple do-
mains and MDS is the only available information source for S-MDS. PerfSONAR
and EnergyWise are monitoring system for network infrastructures. They don’t
leverage Semantic Web technologies. PerfSONAR can monitor networks across
different domains. PerfSONAR can collect information from different type of net-
working tools while EnergyWise can only collect the state information of devices
via SNMP. Apart from EnergyWise, all the other systems are not energy-aware.
But inserting capabilities for energy monitoring in them is a prohibitive task be-
cause all operations in these information systems are closely related to models that
are not energy-aware either. We design a new information system based on the
EDL ontology. We introduced the Energy Knowledge Base because it is a seman-
tic and energy-aware information system. It can work across multiple domains of
Grids/Clouds and networks. It supports interactions with different information
sources. Our evaluation will show its performance is scalable with the increase of
users.

3.3 The Architecture of Energy Knowledge Base

The EKB system is a semantic information system that can be used to gen-
erate and maintain energy-related metadata and measurement data for an e-
Infrastructure. Measurement data here mainly means performance or energy us-
age data. Metadata means all the other information about infrastructures such as
configuration, structure and topology. The development of EKB was driven by a
series of desired features:

• Interoperable: Information from different administrative domains can be
shared and reused.
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• Distributed : EKB should have a distributed structure that fits an e-Infrastructure
spanning multiple administrative domains; a centralized EKB is not efficient
and robust. EKB maintains information in each local domain and provides
the information to peers in other domains to form knowledge of the overall
e-Infrastructure.

• Support for multiple information sources: Information sources such as Gan-
glia and MDS for monitoring infrastructures provide actual configuration,
structure and performance information, and power meters provide energy
information. EKB should be able to combine different information sources
to provide the complete information.

• Scalable: EKB should quickly answer information requests from local or
remote domains, and keep the response time low even when the number of
the users increases.

EKB has been the adoption of Semantic Web technologies that facilitate the
energy information interoperability. The EKB system leverages the Energy De-
scription Language to model the configuration and structure of computing and
network resources as well as their energy-related states. Knowledge is represented
by RDF triples in EKB.

Besides the benefits mentioned in Sec. 2.2.2, we see an additional advantage
in grounding EKB in the Semantic Web. Semantic Web technologies facilitate en-
ergy information retrieval. In e-Infrastructures, sophisticated power management
systems consider various resource capabilities and states before scheduling. But
these systems either do not support some kind of energy-aware resource discovery
or only support keyword based discovery of resources. A semantic inference engine
can infer potential relationship. For example, a semantic inference engine with a
subsume capability [117] can infer relationship between energy sources to return
possible candidates while keyword based resource discovery often miss relatively
capable resources.

Fig. 3.1 (a) shows the EKB architecture. EKB contains multiple agents that
are connected by the Aggregation Service. Fig. 3.1 (b) shows an EKB agent
is composed of knowledge components, which represent the knowledge from the
application domain and from information sources; and software components, which
collect, store and provide the knowledge.

3.3.1 Aggregation Service

To have a distributed EKB, EKB agents should be able to cooperate with each
other to publish energy information and discover resources. We achieve this capa-
bility through the Aggregation Service. We build an EKB agent for each domain.
These agents are disconnected in the beginning. Then, the EKB agents register
with the Aggregation Service. The Aggregation Service maintains a global list
of registered agents in an e-Infrastructure. Clients can discover EKB agents by
querying the list, which is similar to the Lookup Service (LS) component of the
PerfSONAR [75].

A global list is an easy way to connect all the distributed agents. However, this
design is not suitable for large-scale infrastructures as the discovery of an EKB
agent from a long list with thousands of agents might becomes bottleneck. We
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Figure 3.1: (a) Overview of the Energy Knowledge Base architecture (b) knowledge
components and software components of an EKB Agent

didn’t have the bottleneck as EKB is mainly designed for DAS-4 cluster system
that is not a production infrastructure. In a future implementation for large-
scale infrastructures, a Peer to Peer (P2P) mechanism for agent discovery would
be a better choice for EKB. We have already deployed two EKB agents on the
clusters located at the University of Amsterdam and VU University Amsterdam
respectively.

3.3.2 The EKB Knowledge Components

One of the main ingredients in our design and implementation is the knowledge
components. The EKB knowledge component contains a domain ontology and an
ontology about information sources.

The domain ontology describes the information model in the form of domain
concepts and properties for which instances will be generated. EDL is used as
the domain ontology to describe complicated information about infrastructures
and their energy-related states. As EDL imports INDL, EKB can not only de-
scribe computing infrastructures such as Grids/Clouds but also describe network
infrastructures. All measurement data and metadata about infrastructures is in-
stantiated by the EDL ontology.

We design a simple information source ontology to describe common concepts
among different information sources. The ontology only contains data about the
location and identity of information sources like IP addresses and certificate file
URIs. For each information source, a description file is created based on this
ontology. EKB can interact with different information sources according to the
location and identity information in these description files.
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3.3.3 The EKB Software Components

There are three software components in an EKB agent: the Query Manager
Agent (QMA), the Repository, and the Resource Collector and Description Agent
(RCDA).

3.3.3.1 Query Manager Agent

The Query Management Agent receives the web queries from clients and translate
the queries into proper SPARQL queries.

SPARQL is usually used for information retrieval from a knowledge base. But
for users who have no experience of SPARQL, writing a SPARQL query is not
trivial. To increase the convenience and robustness of the information system, we
do not allow users to directly send SPARQL queries, instead we define REST-based
web APIs, and web requests are transparently translated into SPARQL queries in
the QMA.

Table 3.2: Part of the REST APIs in the Energy Knowledge Base
Type of in-
formation

Information Example APIs (/topology/...)

Measurement
data

Energy Power consumption, en-
ergy consumption, etc.

/pdu/data/<pdu>/<outletnum>
?metrics=&start=&end=

Performance CPU utilization, Mem-
ory utilization, etc.

/nodes/<node>/data
/<component>
?metrics=&start=&end=

Metadata of
infrastruc-
tures

Nodes Nodes of in the infras-
tructure

/nodes

Metrics Available metrics for
measurement data

/metrics

Node compo-
nents

CPU frequency, memory
and disk size, etc.

/nodes/<node>/attribute
/component

Power meters Connection between
power meters and nodes

/pdu/mapping

Networks Ports of nodes /nodes/<node>/attribute/port
Networks Link between ports /nodes/<node>/port/<port>
Energy source Type of energy source /nodes/<node>/attribute

/energysource

We list part of the REST APIs in EKB in Table 3.2. The applications can
query energy and performance measurement data. EKB also supports querying
the metadata of the infrastructure, which includes the available metrics, the ca-
pabilities of networks and computing nodes, the mapping information of power
meters to nodes, the energy sources, etc.

3.3.3.2 Repository

The Repository is a persistent database system that stores the data obtained
from the underlying RCDA and responds to requests from the QMA. In our ini-
tial system design, we only used the Sesame [47] triple store to maintain all the
measurement data and metadata of a cluster.

However, we faced performance problems with retrieving measurement data,
and we will show this in Sec. 3.5. In an alternative implementation of the Repos-
itory, it stores metadata in a triple store, but stores measurement data as time
series in a high-performance time series database (TSDB) called KairosDB [76].
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Most of the data in our system by far is measurement data with time-series,
so this greatly improves the performance of the overall system. In addition, it
also simplifies time-series related tasks, such as downsampling. Each sample of
measurement data is not as highly connected with each other as in a RDF graph,
and samples can be described in a simple relationship. We don’t represent mea-
surement data in RDF triples, but this hardly sacrifices data interoperability .
In this implementation, QMA translates received web queries into TSDB queries
instead of SPARQL queries when measurement data is requested.

3.3.3.3 Resource Collector and Description Agent

The RCDA collects and instantiates native data in order to have organized knowl-
edge with high interoperability. Before that, EKB obtains location and identity in-
formation from the description files of information sources. With this information,
EKB can access multiple information sources to collect the complete information.

EKB obtains metadata of infrastructures from the underlying information sys-
tem, and it collects energy measurement information from power meters. In the
current EKB implementation, information sources are limited and fixed, only in-
cluding Ganglia [100] and PDUs. We can figure out what APIs they have and
what kind of information they provide, so EKB can automatically instantiate na-
tive data.

The RCDA saves instantiated data into the Repository. The instantiated data
is either semantic description or measurement data. The following is an example
of the EDL description of a computing node and its energy-related states. This
node has a 6-core processor with 2.0 GHz and 64G memory (line 34-39, 54-56). It
consumes wind energy and its energy is monitored by "rpdu-vu1" PDU (line 73-79)
and "outlet1" (line 63-67). The access address of rpdu-vu1 is "10.148.0.252:161"
(line 84-89).

1 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#HadoopNode01 −−>
2
3 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ; HadoopNode01">
4 <rd f : type rd f : r e sou r c e="http :// schemas . og f . org /nml/2013/05/ base#Node"/>
5 <ed l : useEnergySource rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ;Wind"/>
6 <ind l : hasComponent rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Xeon1"/>
7 <ind l : hasComponent rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; memory64"/>
8 <ed l : attachTo rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; ou t l e t 1 "/>
9 <ed l : monitoredBy rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; rpdu−vu1"/>

10 </NamedIndividual>
11
12
13
14 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#HadoopNode1 −−>
15
16 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ; HadoopNode1">
17 <ed l : nodeName rd f : datatype="&xsd ; s t r i n g ">node091</ed l : nodeName>
18 </NamedIndividual>
19
20
21
22 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#Wind −−>
23
24 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ;Wind">
25 <rd f : type rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; GreenEnergy"/>
26 <ed l : emiss ionPerUnitofEnergy rd f : datatype="&xsd ; f l o a t " >11.0
27 </ed l : emiss ionPerUnitofEnergy>
28 </NamedIndividual>
29
30
31
32 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#Xeon1 −−>
33
34 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ; Xeon1">
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35 <rd f : type rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ind l ; ProcessingComponent"/>
36 <ind l : cpuspeed rd f : datatype="&xsd ; f l o a t ">2.0</ ind l : cpuspeed>
37 <ind l : c o r e s rd f : datatype="&xsd ; i n t ">6</ind l : cores>
38 <ind l : cpuarch rd f : datatype="&xsd ; s t r i n g ">Sandy Bridge</ind l : cpuarch>
39 </NamedIndividual>
40
41
42
43 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#emissionRateUnit1 −−>
44
45 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ; emiss ionRateUnit1 ">
46 <rd f : type rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Unit"/>
47 <ed l : unitName rd f : datatype="&xsd ; s t r i n g ">g/kWh</ed l : unitName>
48 </NamedIndividual>
49
50
51
52 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#memory64 −−>
53
54 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ; memory64">
55 <rd f : type rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ind l ; MemoryComponent"/>
56 <ind l : s i z e rd f : datatype="&xsd ; long ">64</ ind l : s i z e >
57 </NamedIndividual>
58
59
60
61 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#out le t1 −−>
62
63 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ; ou t l e t 1 ">
64 <rd f : type rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Outlet "/>
65 <ed l : ou t l e t I d rd f : datatype="&xsd ; i n t ">1</ed l : out l e t Id >
66 <ed l : moduleId rd f : datatype="&xsd ; i n t ">1</ed l : moduleId>
67 </NamedIndividual>
68
69
70
71 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#rpdu−vu1 −−>
72
73 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ; rpdu−vu1">
74 <rd f : type rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; PowerMeter"/>
75 <ed l : numberOfModule rd f : datatype="&xsd ; i n t ">3</ed l : numberOfModule>
76 <ed l : numberOfOutlet rd f : datatype="&xsd ; i n t ">8</ed l : numberOfOutlet>
77 <ed l : model rd f : datatype="&xsd ; s t r i n g ">Rack i t iv i ty </ed l : model>
78 <ed l : hasOutlet rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; ou t l e t 1 "/>
79 </NamedIndividual>
80
81
82 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#rpduDriver −−>
83
84 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ; rpduDriver ">
85 <rd f : type rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Dr iver "/>
86 <ed l : UDPaddress rd f : datatype="&xsd ; s t r i n g " >10.148 .0 .252 :161
87 </ed l : UDPaddress>
88 <ed l : hasDriver rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; rpduDriver "/>
89 </NamedIndividual>
90
91
92 </rd f :RDF>

The format of measurement data in the TSDB is quite simple, and each record of
measurement is in key-value pairs of "name": metric, "timestamp": timestamp,
"value": value, and "tags": tags. The tags are used to describe where data is
measured, e.g. on nodes or PDUs.

We update semantic description and measurement data in different frequen-
cies. Semantic description only needs to be updated occasionally, as the described
infrastructure does not change that often, but measurement data is continuously
collected at regular intervals. This up-to-date mechanism is efficient compared to
always updating all the information frequently.
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3.4 The Applications of Energy Knowledge Base

The reason that EKB maintains the measurement data and metadata is they
are required by energy management in two common scenarios from the view of
resources: measurement data required by energy-aware resource allocation; and
metadata by energy-aware resource discovery.

Energy-aware resource allocation maps workloads onto resources of an infras-
tructure in an energy efficient manner. As workload information is given, operators
need to estimate energy consumption of resources as a result of the resource allo-
cation to be carried out. When this energy information is known, operators can
find an effective solution, which uses the least energy consumption but satisfies
any SLAs. The measurement data in EKB includes power and performance data.
A power estimation model can be studied from the historical measurement data.

Grid/Cloud operators often deal with requests to discover resources with dif-
ferent software and hardware configuration, for example, discovering a low-power
server with energy-efficient embedded processors, or finding six network nodes
powered by renewable energy sources. Energy-aware resource discovery doesn’t
need effective resource allocation, and it focuses on meeting those resource re-
quirements of users. Even so, discovering suitable resources that match the re-
quirements is really a difficult task. EKB includes semantic description of energy-
related configuration of resources. EKB can discover resources using SPARQL
queries when the configuration or energy-related states of resources are given.

In this section, we will discuss two energy management usecases to show how
the EKB system supports energy management in the scenario of resource allocation
and resource discovery.

3.4.1 Semantic-Enhanced Power Budget Calculator for
Infrastructures Using IEEE 802.3az

One of the technologies that optimize the efficiency of networking equipment is
putting active switch ports to sleep when no traffic is expected [12]. This technol-
ogy has become the core technology of the Energy Efficient Ethernet (EEE), and
it has recently been standardized as the IEEE 802.3az protocol in 2010. Instead of
shutting down unused ports, 802.3az provides flexible mechanisms for customiz-
ing device energy consumption based on network traffic. It offers applications
the opportunity to consider its energy consumption by tuning its communication
loads while scheduling computing tasks; however, it also requires profound under-
standing of 802.3az energy behaviour given different network patterns. We did
an investigation of the energy profile of 802.3az switches under different scenarios
and using different traffic patterns [139].

For example, the result of an experiment when using 1Gbit link and TCP traffic
for a Huawei switch [5] is given in Fig. 3.2. The switch shows a linear increase in
power consumption to maximum power consumption at around 450Mbps.

Using the investigation results, we devised a Power Budget Calculator (PBC) 1

service for estimating the power usage in clusters equipped with 802.3az-enabled

1The current prototype Power Budget Calculator (PBC) implementation is available at
https://github.com/zupper/cluster-efficiency.
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Figure 3.2: Power consumption against TCP flow throughput for Huawei S1728GWR-
4P [5].

switches. We estimate the total power usage of a switch as a function of the
number of computing nodes and the time needed for a task’s completion (Task-
based Estimate). Using the task-based estimation, the PBC can operate in the
context of parallel computing and the output is a recommendation on a power
optimal parallelization of a certain task.

The related parameters of the PBC are: the number of available nodes, the
switch’s power profile, usable ports per switch, total time to complete the task
on one node, communication overhead time, network transmission speeds, and
average power consumption per node. By analyzing the input parameters and
performing time distribution estimation, PBC estimates the total energy usage of
the switch for a particular task as a function of the number of used ports on a
switch.

Fig. 3.3 shows example output of the task-based estimation tool using the pa-
rameters shown in Table 3.3. We can see from the result that using 8 compute
nodes would be best for this concrete task if considering the networking infras-
tructure alone. Typically most power is used for computation, not the network.
However for cases where the amount of computation is small compared to the data
to be transferred, for example in SKA, only considering the networking infrastruc-
ture is possible.

In the input information that PBC consumes, EKB can offer the configuration
information and the power profile. The configuration information that includes
the available nodes and usable ports of switches can be known through the APIs
for metadata in Table 3.2.

EKB supports queries of the power profile across multiple domains as follows.

1. The power profile of a 802.3az compliant device was created and stored in
EKB during the period of experiments.

2. The users obtain the address of an EKB agent in the target domain through
the Aggregation Service.

3. They check the available metadata information for obtaining measurement
data by sending web queries according to Table 3.2. They request the map-
ping information of power meters to nodes, followed by a query for the
metrics available for this node.
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Figure 3.3: Total switch(es) power consumed for task (250Mbit)

Table 3.3: Parameters used for the task-based estimation tool
Parameter Description Values
Nodes the number of available 2

nodes that could be used
for this task

Switch the switch’s profile to use Huawei
for energy consumption
values

Ports/switch usable ports per switch 23
Total time the total time in minutes 1

needed to complete the
task on one node

Communication communication cost to 0.05
cost exchange messages

between nodes
Speeds the list of network 250

transmission speeds to use
Node power the average power a node 65

uses while computing

4. The PBC can obtain the power profile by specifying the start time and end
time of the experiments in the query according to the APIs for measurement
data in Table 3.2.

Fig. 3.4 shows the power and performance data obtained from EKB for the
Node079 in a DAS-4 cluster. In this case we select the following metrics among
the ones available: power consumption, CPU and memory utilization, IO time of
a disk and bytes transferred per second in a network interface card.

EKB enhances Power Budget Calculator from two aspects. 1) EKB improves
the efficiency of PBC. PBC doesn’t need to maintain power profiles. The EKB
system automatically collects data in the backend during experiments, and com-
plements PBC with necessary information at runtime. 2) EKB improves the data
quality of PBC because data in EKB can be shared and reused across multiple
domains.
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Figure 3.4: An example of measurement data obtained from EKB for a node in
DAS-4: (a) power consumption, (b) CPU utilization, (c) memory utilization, (d)
disk IO time and (e) network speed

3.4.2 Green Resource Discovery

Table 3.4: A SPARQL query example: find the type of energy source a node is
using

Query:
SELECT ?nodename ?energysource
WHERE {
?node rdf:type nml:Node.
?node nml:name ?nodename.
FILTER regex(?nodename, ’node079’)
?node edl:useEnergySource ?energysource}

EKB can be used to discover green resources such as a server with energy-
efficient embedded processors, or to find a network path from A to B where (part
of) the intermediate nodes are powered by renewable energy sources. EKB sup-
ports a request to find out which type of energy source a network node is consum-
ing. The triple store in the backend of EKB checks the type of energy source that
the node is using by a SPARQL query (see Table 3.4). Conversely, EKB also sup-
ports a request of finding out which node in a network is using a renewable energy
source. To be more precise, the emission rate – the amount of GHG emissions per
unit of this type of energy – can be known, as it is defined as a data property of
the energy source.

3.5 Performance Evaluation

We were interested in the performance of our system. We compare two EKB
implementations: EKB-TS uses a triple store to save all data; EKB-TSDB uses a
triple store and an extra TSDB where TSDB only saves measurement data.
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3.5.1 Experiment Design

We kept the two EKB implementation running on the same physical machine
for one week to collect a dataset about 12 nodes. We focus on two performance
metrics:

1. Processing time for searching data, i.e. the average time (in seconds) to deal
with a request inside the database (searching data).

2. Response time for requesting and transferring data, i.e the average amount
of time (in seconds) for a client to receive a response to a request.

Processing time represents the performance of the database. Response time rep-
resents the performance of the server in the QMA and database in the Repository;
We designed a variety of queries for measurement data and metadata of infras-
tructures:

• Query1 requests the power consumption data of one node over the last one
hour.

• Query2 requests the power consumption data of one node over the last 24
hours.

• Query3 requests a list of all the nodes in the cluster, which is a metadata
query.

At the same time, we simulated hundreds of users to evaluate the scalability
of EKB. Each user creates a client to send successive queries with a one second
wait between each query.

3.5.2 Results

Fig. 3.5 shows the processing time against different number of users for Query1
and Query2. We simulate 10, 50, and 100 users respectively. EKB-TSDB is at
least ten times faster than EKB-TS when requesting measurement data. Both of
them spend longer time on Query2 than Query1. The time spent on answering the
queries does not seem to depend on the number of clients. The TSDB database
has greater capability when processing these two types of measurement queries;
this is due to its optimized mechanisms to store and search measurements with
time-series.

Fig. 3.6 shows the response time against different number of users for Query1
and Query2. The response time of EKB-TS is longer than EKB-TSDB. The
performance gap is bigger than the gap observed in the processing time. The
response time of EKB-TSDB is nearly two orders of magnitude faster. In addition
to better data searching performance, EKB-TSDB also shows improved capability
of data transmission. The reason is mainly the use of different data structures in
the two systems: key-value for TSDB and triple for the triple store. The data size
of a reply returned by the triple store is larger than that of TSDB, even if the
content of information is the same. The triple store needs redundant triples to
describe the format of measurement data. In addition, the response time of both
implementations rises with increasing numbers of users, but EKB-TSDB scales
better than EKB-TS when multiple users query data at same time.
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Figure 3.5: Processing time against the number of clients on two EKB implemen-
tations – EKB-TS and EKB-TSDB.
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Figure 3.6: Response time against the number of clients on two EKB implemen-
tations – EKB-TS and EKB-TSDB.

The performance of Query3 for EKB-TSDB and EKB-TS is the same, below
0.01 second. We don’t show their performance in the figures. From the two
experiments above, EKB-TSDB enhances the efficiency of data communication
and sharing between users. But there is a notable feature in the design of EKB:
the server in the QMA, which deals with the request of users, plays a larger
role than expected. In future implementation, the QMA could be duplicated to
distribute the web queries if more than 100 users are expected to query one EKB
agent.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented the Energy Knowledge Base (EKB) system which
addresses the challenges of processing energy knowledge from heterogeneous re-
sources across different administrative domains in the cases where information
interoperability and scalability are important requirements.

EKB leverages EDL to instantiate data, which make data interoperable. EKB
has validated the EDL ontology by using EDL in its knowledge components. The
knowledge in EKB contains measurement data and metadata of e-Infrastructures.
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We explained that they are both necessary for energy management. We provided
two usecases for EKB to show its power in energy management.

We presented an implementation of EKB that stores the measurement data in
TSDB without sacrificing its interoperability. The results of our experiments show
that this implementation has better performance and can scale when numbers of
users increase to 100.



Chapter 4

Evaluation of Power Estimation
Models in a Computing Cluster

This chapter is based on:

• H. Zhu, P. Grosso, X. Liao and C. de Laat (2014). Evaluation of approaches for
power estimation in a computing cluster. In Proceedings: 2014 International Green
Computing Conference (IGCC), pages 1-10, Dallas, TX.
• H. Zhu, X. Liao, C. de Laat and P. Grosso (2015). Evaluation of non-linear ap-
proaches for power estimation in a computing cluster. Sustainable Computing: Infor-
matics and Systems. (invited paper, under revision)

4.1 Introduction

Modern data centers use workload consolidation to improve the energy efficiency of
a computing infrastructure [120][51][83]. Workload consolidation migrates work-
loads or virtual machines (VMs) from a set of current physical machine (PM)
servers to a smaller set of servers. Data centers are usually under used, and rarely
work at maximum performance [43]. Workload consolidation can achieve high
energy efficiency by switching off unused nodes and increasing overall usage of
resources.

In order to minimize energy consumption while meeting performance objectives
when dynamically scheduling workloads, workload consolidation requires under-
standing of various cost factors. The most important factors are prediction of
incoming workloads on a server as well as estimation of the energy consumption of
VMs or the server as a result of the workload schedule to be carried out1. Consid-
ering that energy consumption equals to power consumption multiplied by time,
it is necessary to estimate power consumption. Power consumption estimation
computes the power according to current resource states from the Operating Sys-
tem (OS) or Performance Monitoring Counters (PMCs). The majority of power

1We don’t estimate the power consumption of VMs in this chapter. There is no VM migration
between PMs. In this case, workload consolidation can be performed through task migration –
moving independent tasks between PMs, or killing tasks in current PM and setting up them on
a different machine [58].

45
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Table 4.1: Correlation coefficient of the resource features and power consumption
obtained by measurement data of one typical node in the DAS-4 cluster. Part of
feature types include 2 features due to two disks and two Network interface cards
(NICs) equipped in one node.

Type of resource features Corr(feature, power consumption)
CPU usage 0.89
Memory usage 0.79
Disk IOtime 0.48 (sda), 0.49 (sdb)
Disk read speed 0.46 (sda), 0.46 (sdb)
Disk write speed 0.38 (sda), 0.38 (sdb)
NIC incoming speed 0.37 (eth0), 0.36 (eth1)
NIC outgoing speed 0.38 (eth0), 0.18 (eth1)
ALL page fault 0.28
Major page fault 0.27

estimation models used before are linear models [42][134], namely linear functions
of resource features such as CPU, memory or disk load.

From the measurement data from the Energy Knowledge Base for our cluster,
we found that power consumption did not have a fully linear relationship with
resource feature, in particular, I/O load. Table 4.1 shows a few types of resource
features measured in the DAS-4 cluster in the left column and the correlation
coefficient of each feature and power consumption in the right column. The cor-
relation coefficient of CPU usage and power consumption is close to 1, while the
coefficient for other resource features such as disk load and network traffic load is
small. In fact, I/O resources show non-linear behaviour, e.g. disk I/O operations
have the startup or stop delay of disk plates and the seek time of disk heads.
Previous work also proved that power consumption was not fully linear with CPU
or I/O load [62][52][90]. Therefore, non-linear approaches present an opportunity
to achieve better accuracy than linear, only using the basic resource features of
CPU, memory, disk and NIC.

Polynomial models and classification models, which are two common non-linear
approaches in the machine learning area, are suitable for power estimation. Poly-
nomial models can capture the distinct change rate of power consumption with
respect to resource loads while classification models can describe power consump-
tion as a function of resource features at different levels. We propose multiple
non-linear approaches to train these models, and evaluate these models by com-
paring them with highly-used linear models. These power models provide the basis
for controlling resources state for future scheduling. To pursue high usability in
the schedule, our approaches only select basic controllable resource states in the
OS as their features.

The accuracy of trained power models depends on the executed workloads.
We trained power models for servers on the data collected from EKB with long-
term previous runs rather than subjective benchmarking in a cluster. We consider
three main reasons: First, there is no specialized benchmark for stressing all main
server components. Existing benchmarks are mainly CPU or memory intensive but
there is no standardized benchmark for evaluating hard disk or network resources.
Second, benchmarks are designed to stress some of the server components but
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they couldn’t represent the actual workloads in a cluster. It’s reasonable to train
models using actual workloads in the cluster. Third, the effect of machine learning
methods depends on the size of the training set. Therefore, we collected a large
volume of measurement data for over 3 months from our cluster to train models.

The power models are evaluated on each selected node with actual workload
and some benchmarks. We measure the accuracy of the models on Hadoop nodes
and on nodes with GPUs, evaluate the portability of the models among homoge-
neous nodes and analyse the usability of the models by comparing execution time,
CPU usage and the size of training set needed.

The structure of this chapter is as follows: Sec. 4.2 presents related work
on power estimation. Sec. 4.3 focuses on characterization of cluster workloads.
Sec. 4.4 shows approaches for building power models. Sec. 4.5 provides the result
of evaluation on the models. Finally, Sec. 4.6 shows conclusions.

4.2 Related Work

We differentiate between the concepts of power consumption estimation and power
consumption prediction. Power prediction computes power consumption of nodes
in future periods according to historical power consumption. Power consumption
estimation contains the models for CPU, VM and server [103]. The models for VM
and server are similar in terms of training approaches and features. The power
consumption of a PM server can be calculated directly or as the sum of the power
consumption of hosted VMs. It is therefore appropriate to discuss the state of the
art about the power estimation of VMs and PM servers.

Many previous approaches have used linear models for estimating power con-
sumption of a whole server. Fan et al. [69] implemented a linear model based
on CPU usage only. As Rivoire et al. [114] proposed, the CPU usage only linear
model is not an accurate reflection of the CPU power, and is only suitable for
CPU-intensive workloads.

Models that use both OS-reported component utilization and CPU perfor-
mance counters are increasingly necessary for accurate power estimation. Heath
et al. [77] proposed a linear model for a heterogeneous server cluster. The power
consumption of individual servers is estimated with a linear model that solely em-
ploys utilization metrics. The key factor is to determine the utilization level of
each resource for a single server. The total consumption of a resource is the sum of
the fraction of requests served locally, the cost of sending requests to other nodes
and the cost of serving requests on behalf of other nodes. The utilization of a
resource is derived by the ratio of resource consumption to capacity. Zamani et al.
[133] created linear models using different combination of features such as OS-layer
resource features, PMCs or various tasks execution cycles. Arbor et al. [41] anal-
ysed the correlation coefficient of PMCs and power consumption. They select five
events with the highest correlation coefficients in their system-level power model,
which is derived by multi-variable linear regression. Cache contention is considered
as well. Economous et al. [65] also presented a full-system linear model, which
considered the OS-reported features of main resource components such as CPU
usage, memory usage, disk I/O rate and network I/O rate. The multiple-variable
linear approach evaluated in this chapter uses similar features. All approaches
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above only generate a single linear model for one server. The accuracy of a single
linear power model is limited for a variety of workloads.

The researchers address this challenge by characterizing workloads and gen-
erating a set of linear models for a server according to the workloads. A model
is selected for power consumption estimation according to running workloads.
Rajamani et al. [112] created linear models for CPU differentiated by value of
parameters according to CPU operating frequencies and voltages. Li et al. [92]
focused on the application of a linear power model in a Cloud environment. They
observed low accuracy at the peaks and valleys of power consumption. The im-
proved linear model is divided into 3 subclass models according to high, medium
and low level of CPU utilization. Kansal et al. [83] learned a set of parameters for
a model of each VM separately, based on the initial observation. The parameters
for the VM can be shared if the hosting server has the similar configuration. But
the methods of characterizing workloads in these literatures are not systemic, and
are based on observations of a limited number of workloads. These methods are
only feasible for known or observable workloads with obvious patterns.

Besides the common features from OS and PMCs mentioned before, few studies
employed novel features in their models. Dhiman et al. [61] proposed a feature,
which is ratio of instruction execution cycles to overall cycles, to characterize the
workload. They created an Application Power Table of each application for each
server type hosting the application. Parameters of the VM power model can be
obtained from the table. Koller et al. [85] introduced a throughput-based power
model according to observations from a set of experiments on a mix of diverse
applications.

A new trend is to estimate power consumption through non-linear approaches.
Lien et al. [93] suggested that a linear power model was only acceptable up to
a medium utilization level. They built an exponential model for a web server,
which is more accurate for different degrees of utilization. Lent [90] added a lo-
gistic function to model non-linear disk and OS behavior in a linear model for
web servers. Wabmann et al. [127] computed power consumption of each VM in
the server using a multiple-variable polynomial approach. Their features are the
utilization of CPU, hard disk and NIC in the VM. Piga et al. [110] proposed a
k-means model using a correlation-based feature selection. Zamani et al. [133]
considered a time-series factor in their model. Dhiman et al. [62] used the Gaus-
sian Mixture Models (GMM) to estimate the power consumption of each VM. The
features they consider are IPC, MPC and CPU usage. They manually divide the
CPU usage into many groups, and then cluster and fit each measurement vector
using quantizer mismatch (QM) distortion in each group. After that, multiple
Gauss clusters are generated inside each group. When estimating the correspond-
ing power consumption for a given feature vector, the closest cluster to this vector
can be calculated using QM distortion. The estimated power consumption is the
power value in the center of the cluster. We implement a different GMM regres-
sion approach. We employ the Expectation-Maximization (EM) [104] algorithm
to find clusters, and use conditional probability to estimate power consumption.
Their GMM obtains the same approximate estimation value for all feature vectors
fit in the same cluster while our approach is more fine-grained. Our approach
calculates the estimation value for different feature vectors, even which are in the
same cluster, using Bayesian theory.
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Table 4.2: Summary of power estimation models for VMs and PMs; The default
accuracy is on average if not specified

Literature Platform Feature Approach Benchmark Accuracy
Fan et al. [69] PM CPU utilization linear GMail;

Google Search
<1%

Rivoire et al.
[114]

PM CPU utilization;
PMCs

linear SPECcpu;
SPECjbb; stream

8% (SPECfp);
9.5% (SPECint);
1.5% (stream)

Heath et al. [77] PM CPU utiliza-
tion; network
bandwidth; disk
bandwidth; max-
imum number
of concurrently
open sockets

linear mirco benchmark 1.3% avg; 2.7%
max

Arbor et al. [41] PM PMCs; Cache
contention

linear SPEC CPU2000 2.54% (avg);
4.14% (max)

Economou et al.
[65]

PM CPU utilization;
memory accesses;
disk I/O rate;
network I/O rate

linear SPEC CPU2000 ;
stream

[0%,15%]

Kansal et al. [83] VM CPU utilization;
LLCM

a set of
linear

SPEC CPU2006 [1.6,1.8] Watts

Koller et al. [85] PM throughput; vir-
tualization ratio

a set of
linear

TPCW; SPEC
Power; HPL

<5%; <5 Watts
(mixed)

Lent et al. [90] PM the utilization of
CPU, disk, NIC;
memory access

logistic web request <5%

Dhiman et al.
[62]

VM CPU utilization;
instructions;
memory ac-
cesses; cache
transactions

Gaussian
Mixture
Model

SPEC CPU2000 [8%,11%];
[1%,17%] abs

Wabmann et al.
[127]

VM the utilization of
CPU, disk, NIC

poly-
nomial

synthetic CPU
workload

<4%

Table 4.2 summarizes the power consumption models for VMs and PMs we
describe above. We can see there is no work to compare the effect of common
non-linear approaches together, and most work only focus on the accuracy.

4.3 Load Measurement and Workload Characterization

Our power estimation study relies on measurement data, so we briefly introduce
the collected data sets from our cluster.

4.3.1 Load and Power Measurement

The DAS-4 cluster system [8] is mainly used for research purposes, such as to
process and test students’ homework, benchmark mathematical models and vali-
date research ideas. We only targeted single nodes with independent PDUs. We
categorized 15 target nodes into two groups according to their use as shown in
Table 4.3. One group is 7 nodes with GPUs which mainly run CPU intensive high
performance computing; another is 8 Hadoop nodes which run short tasks that
are assumed to be both CPU intensive and I/O intensive. We also run different
types of benchmarks on the two groups for evaluation. The first group includes
7 nodes with K20m ”Kepler GPUs” and one of nodes with an extra Intel Xeon
Phi accelerator. They are equipped with dual Intel "Sandy Bridge" E5-2620 (2.0
GHz) processors. All of the Hadoop nodes are homogeneous, equipped with the
same processors as the nodes with GPUs, but Hadoop nodes are hyperthreading
enabled. All the nodes in the cluster are homogeneous in memory, disks and NICs.
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The OS is CentOS 6.2 x86_64. The current governor of Dynamic Voltage Fre-
quency Scale (DVFS) capability is userspace, and the CPU frequency increases
or decreases frequency within 1.20 GHz and 2.00 GHz depending on the set of
userspace programs.

Table 4.3: The configuration of target nodes (two groups) in our cluster.

Group Node with GPUs Hadoop node
# of nodes 7 8
Processor E5-2620 (2.0GHz), 12 cores E5-2620 (2.0GHz), 12 cores, hy-

perthreading enabled
Memory 64GB 64GB
Storage 2*1TB 2*1TB
NIC IB and GbE IB and GbE
GPU 7 K20m, 1 Phi none

The measurement data we used is stored in an Energy Knowledge Base agent
belong to the DAS-4 cluster in VU University Amsterdam. The types of resource
feature EKB can measure are listed in the Table 4.1. We generated one data set
for each node. Each data set includes the measurement data for 100 days of the
year 2013. The data is sampled every 3 minutes. Each data vector in a data set,
which is an observation of different features and power consumption at the same
time stamp, is called one example in machine learning terminology. Each data set
contains about 100 ∗ 24 ∗ 60/3 = 48000 examples.

4.3.2 Workload Characterization

The accuracy of power estimation approaches in a cluster depends on its workloads
according to previous studies [90][63]. The approaches exhibit different effects in
an I/O or CPU intensive environment. Some approaches are effective in an envi-
ronment with mild workload pattern fluctuation, and are not suitable in a drasti-
cally fluctuating environments. For this reason, we characterize the workloads to
understand our cluster environment before building estimation models.

According to the measurements data, the nodes with GPUs have a wide power
range from around 130 to 330 watts while Hadoop nodes only change at most 100
watts between 110 and 210 watts.

In order to clearly describe the distribution of nodes in terms of main resource
features, we compute separate normalizations for each resource field. The normal-
ization is a scaling relative to the largest capacity of resources on any machine.
This normalization method is also used in Google cluster data traces [13]. In
Fig. 4.1 we show the CDF distribution of CPU, memory and disk load for all
the nodes. The resource loads are CPU usage, memory usage and disk I/O time
respectively. For the most of the time the CPU usage is close to idle; this is ex-
pected as our cluster is not a production system. Nodes with GPUs run few I/O
tasks. Hadoop nodes run more I/O intensive tasks than nodes with GPUs because
Hadoop nodes have higher memory and disk load.

To understand the fluctuation of our workload pattern, we visualize the load
change of each node in our cluster. We compare the load change of our cluster with
Google clusters, because they are known to exhibit strong workload variations. We
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Figure 4.1: The CDF distribution of CPU, memory and disk load in our cluster:
nodes with GPUs vs. Hadoop nodes
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Figure 4.2: Changes in average CPU, memory and disk load between consecutive
2-hour sampling periods: nodes with GPUs vs. Hadoop nodes vs. Google

compute the average load change of every 2-hours for each node respectively, and
then draw the curves of changes between two consecutive periods in Fig. 4.2.
The Google nodes have indeed more drastic load change than our Hadoop nodes
and nodes with GPUs, because Google Cloud runs many short tasks, which are
abundant in task types. Our results of observing Google clusters are similar to
what [113] did. This shows that our cluster tends to run workloads with mild
load fluctuation. The load in the Hadoop nodes exhibits higher noise than that in
the nodes with GPUs, because the Hadoop nodes tend to run shorter-term tasks
compared with the nodes with GPUs. This further proves that the Hadoop nodes
are more I/O intensive than the nodes with GPUs.
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We conclude that the Hadoop nodes are in an environment with CPU and I/O
intensive mixed workload while the nodes with GPUs mainly run CPU-intensive
workloads.

4.4 Power Estimation Approaches

In this section, we describe the linear and non-linear power estimation approaches
to be evaluated. All the approaches are based on the common features. We first
discuss the selection of features from all the measured features.

4.4.1 Feature Selection

As seen in Table 4.1, we can obtain measurement data with nine types of resource
feature. Two rules are followed to select the features for power estimation.

• First, we select at least one feature for each resource component. A server
is composed of a few resource components; the main components are CPU,
memory, storage and NIC.

• Second, we choose basic controllable features in the OS to ensure high model
usability. Power models are the basis for controlling the state of resources
for the schedule in the future. So even if the power consumption is estimated
using the complicated features like CPU hardware counters, the OS couldn’t
precisely and easily control the state of these features. The scheduling deci-
sion could be impossible to execute.

According to Rule 2, we exclude page fault. We calculate the correlation coef-
ficient between Disk IOtime and Disk Speed based on the data. The coefficient is
very high (more than 0.88). This means they are effectively same feature for disks.
We exclude Disk IOtime also. According to Rule 1 we select six types of feature:
CPU usage, memory usage, Disk write/read speed and NIC incoming/outgoing
speed. Effectively, we have 10 features due to two disks and two NICs equipped in
each node in our cluster.

4.4.2 Approach Description

The analysis of Table 4.1 and previous work in Sec. 4.2 shows power consumption
has a non-linear relationship with resource features. Besides linear approaches,
we propose and implement two neural network approaches and one unsupervised
classification approach to capture this relationship. The change rate of power
consumption is distinct for different ranges of resource loads. For instance, power
consumption grows slowly as resource loads increase from idle [52] or resources
meet the bandwidth bottleneck for intensive workloads [90]; power consumption
could take off under medium resource loads. The polynomial function in the neural
network models can describe the non-uniform change rate of power consumption.
A single set of parameters generated by linear or polynomial regression could not
fully capture the complicated relationship between resource features and power
consumption. This follows an observation from [62] – power consumption is a
function of resource features at different levels. The relationship could be better
represented using multiple sets of parameters generated by unsupervised classifi-
cation models.
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4.4.2.1 Linear and Multiple-variable Linear (M-Linear)

We implement two linear approaches; they both use an gradient descent algorithm
to find the local minimum. One approach is a function of the CPU-only, named
Linear, which was used in early power estimation studies. Another is a multiple-
variable linear regression with the 10 features we selected, named by M-Linear,
which is a direct optimization of the CPU-only approach.

4.4.2.2 Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

A feed forward neural network is one of the typical artificial neural networks,
named ANN. Data flow always moves in one direction to calculate weights for
each neuron. ANN adjusts the weights using gradient descent. Our ANN uses 2-
degree polynomial functions in the neuron. The structure of our ANN network is
predefined. The ANN network structure has 10 input variables in the input layer
and 1 output variable in the output layer, because we input 10 features and only
output power consumption. Based on our research experience on neural networks,
we define a single hidden layer but multiple neurons in that layer.

4.4.2.3 Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH)

GMDH [108] is also known as a polynomial neural network, which can be rep-
resented as a set of neurons in which different pairs in each layer are connected
through a polynomial function, thus producing new neurons in the next layer. The
structure of a GMDH network is not predefined but evolves during the estimation
process. Fig 4.3 shows an example of GMDH network with 4 inputs and 1 output.
The number of input variables in each neuron is 2 and the maximum number of
neurons in hidden layers is 3.
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Figure 4.3: An example of Group Method of Data Handling network structure

Similar with ANN, GMDH use all 10 features as input variables and power con-
sumption as an output variable. Our GMDH network training algorithm proceeds
as follows:

1. Separating one data set into training set and validation set.
2. Creating combinations of the m input variables in each layer. In the first

hidden layer, we input 10 features, so we create 10!
m!(10−m)

combinations.
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3. Calculating the regression for each combination. Each neuron is a d degree
polynomial that captures the relationship between power consumption and
the combinations. We estimate the weights of the neuron by the least square
method for each combination. After regression, we compute the estimation
error in the training set.

4. Selecting the intermediate neurons. Select the maximum n best neurons
from all combinations according to the error. All the error of the selected
neurons should be less than the largest error in the current layer. These n
intermediate neurons are set as input variables of the next layer.

5. Computing the error of the selected neurons in the validation set. When the
least error in the validation set for neurons in the next layer stops decreasing
if compared with the least error in the training set in the current layer, stop
training. Otherwise, jump back to step 2 to construct the next layer.

4.4.2.4 Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

GMM [50] is a parametric probability density function represented as a weighted
sum of Gaussian cluster densities. Different from the two neural networks we
discussed above, GMM is an unsupervised method, usually used for information
classification. One of input parameters is the number of Gaussian clusters, denoted
by c. The classification process is to find the parameters about each cluster,
including cluster center, cluster co-variances matrices and mixing coefficients.

We leverage the GMM algorithm for regression because other classic classifica-
tion methods such as K-means are not accurate for regression [121]. The process
of GMM regression is as follows. First, 10 features together with power consump-
tion are all used as input variables during training. Second, we use iterative EM
to find the model parameters. Third, given the value of one feature vector, this
feature vector’s conditional probability density function can be obtained based
on the model parameters [46]. So the cluster center, cluster co-variance matrices
and mixing coefficients of the conditional probability density function are known.
Finally, the power consumption for this given feature vector can be calculated as
the expected value of the conditional probability density function, which is the
sum of the mix coefficient for each cluster multiplied by the center of the cluster.

4.4.3 Methods of Training Models

We train the models for each node using the Linear, M-Linear, ANN, GMDH
and GMM approaches. Before training, we classify each 100-day data set into
three groups. The Training set (TrS) is used to fit the models and find the
model parameters, for instance, for computing the weights for each neuron in
GMDH and ANN, cluster parameters in GMM and weights for each feature in
the linear models. The Validation set (VS) is used to decide the proper input
parameters. For one set of input parameters for an approach, we obtain one
model by training. We can get a couple of models for the same approach because
of different values of input parameter. We choose the model with the optimal
input parameters, which causes the least root mean square error in the validation
set. The input parameters and their optimal values for typical nodes with GPUs
and Hadoop nodes are shown in Table 4.4. VS can also prevent overfit of models.
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In cases where training is performed for too long or where examples in the TrS are
rare, overfit may take place. The accuracy in the TrS increases while the accuracy
in unseen data set becomes worse. We can judge whether overfit happens by
observing the accuracy in validation set. The Test set (TeS) is used to evaluate
the effect of the chosen model. We set the ratio of TrS size, VS size and TeS size
as 6:2:2. The size is the number of examples in the each set.

Table 4.4: Input parameters in the approaches and their optimal value for typical
nodes with GPUs and Hadoop nodes

Approach Notation Definition Node with
GPU

Hadoop
node

ANN n number of neurons in each
hidden layer

14 6

GMDH v number of input variables
for each neuron

11 11

d degree of polynomial func-
tion

2 3

n maximum number of neu-
rons in the hidden layer

10 10

GMM c number of clusters 20 20
Linear λ regularization coefficient 0.9 0.9

ε learning rate 0.1 0.1
M-Linear λ regularization coefficient 0.7 0.9

ε learning rate 1 0.01

We use a random data set classification method to mitigate the locality of
workloads. If the TrS and VS have widely different workload patterns, this could
influence the choice of models using the VS and finally impact the evaluation result
in the TeS. We shuffle all the examples in each initial data set according to time
stamps. All the examples are random in the time sequence. From an overall data
set, we allocate the first 60%, the following 20% and the remaining 20% of all the
examples into the TrS, VS and TeS respectively. We shuffle and classify the data
sets 50 times. For one shuffle, we train, select and evaluate the model one time.
All the evaluation results we show in the next section are the mean value of the
50 times.

4.5 Evaluation

4.5.1 Metrics for Accuracy

We introduce two metrics to evaluate the accuracy of estimation: Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) and success ratio. For one node, RMSE measures error
between the estimated power and the measured power in its test set. The size of
examples in the estimated data set isM . We denote the mth real power consump-
tion of node i in this set by P i(m). The RMSE of one node i can be represented
as:

RMSE(i) =

¿
Á
ÁÀ 1

M

M

∑
m=1

(pi(m) − P i(m)) (4.1)
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In addition, we compute success ratio, which is the ratio of the number of
accurate estimations to the total number of estimations. An estimation is deemed
accurate if it falls within some ∆ of the real value. In our case, ∆ can be 1%, 5%
or 10%. The formula for computing the success ratio of one node i is shown as:

SR(i) =
∑

M
m=1 g(m)

M

g(m) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if
pi(m) − P i(m)

P i(m)
≤ ∆

0 otherwise

(4.2)

Success ratio and RMSE are two different metrics. RMSE measures the mean
performance of multiple estimations, while success ratio depicts the distribution of
accurate estimations. If the estimations have high error very few times and most
estimations are precise, they may show high RMSE, but also a high success ratio.

4.5.2 Accuracy Results

We compare RMSE and success ratio of all nodes on the originally shuffled test
set, and then we analyse the results on nodes with GPUs and on Hadoop nodes
respectively for various benchmarks.

4.5.2.1 In The Test Set

We can observe the result of each node from the Fig. 4.4 and 4.5. Fig. 4.4 depicts
the CDF distribution of RMSE of all the nodes. GMM and GMDH show the lowest
RMSE for all the nodes, and have good estimation effect. ANN has the similar
RMSE error with the M-Linear model. The Linear model has slightly higher
RMSE than the M-Linear model for Hadoop nodes. For these Hadoop nodes, the
CPU is not the only component that dominates the power consumption of the
whole node considering that many I/O intensive tasks are run.
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Figure 4.4: The CDF distribution of RMSE of all the nodes in the test set
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Fig. 4.5 is the CDF distribution of success ratios for all the nodes with ∆ 1%,
5% and 10%. Success ratio goes up with the increase of ∆. Although the Linear
model has similar RMSE performance with M-Linear and ANN for some nodes,
the success ratio of the Linear model is lower than that of M-Linear and ANN for
all the nodes. The success ratio of ANN is nearly identical with that of M-Linear.
GMM has the best result when ∆ is 1%, and the gap between GMM and GMDH
becomes narrow when ∆ increases. When we set ∆ to 10% in Fig. 4.5(c), the
success ratio of all the models is more than 90%. This is to say less than 10% of
estimations have the ratio of estimation error to the real power consumption over
10%.
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Figure 4.5: CDF of success ratios of all the nodes in ranges of the ∆ 1% (a), 5%
(b) and 10% (c) in the original test set

In the test set, we conclude that GMM and GMDH perform better than other
approaches, because they capture more complex data dynamics and key feature
factors. Among neural networks, GMDH is better than the ANN approach. The
reason is that the GMDH network structure is resolved by means of an adaptive
synthesis during the estimation process while ANN is simply predefined. The
structure of ANN depends on experience. Moreover, it is difficult with ANN
to guarantee global convergence. Simple-structure ANN has no advantage over
M-Linear. M-linear is better than the Linear approach because it captures I/O
features.The five approaches exhibit high RMSE and success ratio accuracy when
training and testing models using actual workloads. Next, we test the approaches
for some benchmarks, which probably have different patterns than with actual
workloads.

4.5.2.2 For The Benchmarks

We further study the estimation performance for two types of benchmark. The
benchmark information is shown in Table 4.5. We run Linpack on the four nodes
only with a single GPU and we run MapReduce benchmarks on the eight Hadoop
nodes. MapReduce Writer is a low CPU usage but I/O intensive benchmark, which
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Table 4.5: Benchmarks and target resources for evaluation

Benchmark Parameters CPU load Target resources
MapReduce
Writer

20G data per
map; 10 maps
per node

5%-20% 8 Hadoop nodes

MapReduce Sort 200G per node;
10 maps/reduces
per node

75%-100% 8 Hadoop nodes

Linpack N: 40000; P*Q:
12, 24, 36, 48

25%, 50%, 75%,
100%

4 nodes with
GPUs

Linpack-GPU N: 40000; P*Q:
24

10% - 20% 4 K20 GPUs

writes random keys and values into a big HDFS file. MapReduce Sort is a CPU-
intensive benchmark that sorts the data generated by the Writer benchmark. The
CPU usage changes in a range of 5%-20% and 75%-100% when running Writer
and Sort respectively by the parameters we specify. Linpack is a CPU stress
benchmark. Our Linpack test set has a problem size of 40000 and it includes 4
Linpack tests. We adjust the process grid ratio (P ∗ Q) to change in ranges of
12, 24, 36 and 48 in our cluster, which makes CPU load change in ranges of 25%,
50%, 75% and 100% on each node. Linpack-GPU is a same benchmark as the
Linpack test with the process grid ratio of 24, but this benchmark is executed on
GPUs rather than CPUs.

Figure 4.6: Mean RMSE of nodes for the benchmarks. (a) The MapReduce bench-
marks includes Writer and Sort. (b) The Linpack test and Linpack-GPU test are
both with a process grid ratio of 24.

The Fig 4.6(a) shows mean RMSE for the MapReduce benchmark on the
Hadoop nodes. For Writer, all the models achieve high accuracy except the Linear
model. The mean RMSE for Sort is much higher than for Writer for all the models.
This means the estimation error for CPU intensive tasks is higher than that for
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I/O intensive tasks. GMM gives a remarkable improvement over the other mod-
els, even in high CPU usage situations on the Hadoop nodes. The mean RMSE
of GMM is at least half that of the other models. The ANN model gives a small
enhancement for RMSE, only about 4% less than M-Linear. GMDH is 15% better
than M-Linear. M-Linear obviously outperforms Linear.

Fig 4.6(b) shows the mean RMSE for the Linpack test and for the Linpack-
GPU test both with a process grid ratio of 24. The two neural networks offer a
slight improvement over M-Linear. Compared with the results under Linpack and
Linpack-GPU, power consumption is estimated to be worse when running tasks
on the GPUs.

Fig. 4.7 presents mean success ratio on the Hadoop nodes and on the nodes
with GPUs under different ∆. It shows that GMM has the best success ratio in
most situations. In some cases models have lower RMSE error but less success
ratio. For example, mean success ratio of GMDH is higher than GMM when ∆
is 5% for the Writer benchmark. This is because some estimations of GMM and
M-Linear have large error.

Figure 4.7: Mean success ratio of nodes for the benchmarks. (a)(b) The MapRe-
duce benchmark includes Writer and Sort. (c)(d) The Linpack test and Linpack-
GPU test are both with a process grid ratio of 24.

We evaluate mean RMSE for the Linpack test set which consumes different
CPU usage on the nodes with GPUs. In Fig. 4.8, the mean RMSE basically
increases when CPU usage rises for all the models. M-Linear is still much better
than Linear. GMDH becomes less accurate than ANN with growing usage. They
are both better than the two linear models. But GMM no longer remains the most
accurate at high CPU usage for these CPU intensive nodes. This might be the
result of an imprecise cluster. According to We propose a simple optimized GMM
model (GMM-Opt) with the awareness of CPU usage. We manually classify each
data set into 5 groups according to the CPU usage: [0, 0.2], [0.2, 0.4], [0.4, 0.6],
[0.6, 0.8] and [0.8, 1]. Then we train models independently in each group. We fit
each feature vector in a proper group based on its CPU usage value to determine
a model, and finally compute the power estimations. The figure shows GMM-Opt
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Figure 4.8: Mean RMSE of nodes with GPUs for Linpack. The Linpack tests
consume CPU usage in ranges of 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%.

improves the accuracy of GMM and has a similar effect to the neural network
models.

In summary, for the Hadoop nodes with an I/O and CPU-intensive mixed
computing environment, GMM has the better accuracy than GMDH in particular
for CPU-intensive workloads; For nodes with GPUs that are purely CPU-intensive,
GMM can be optimized with manual clustering to achieve better performance. In
both environments, ANN shows its improvement over M-Linear under resource
intensive workloads, but improvement of the two neural network approaches over
M-Linear is not remarkable. M-linear is much better than the Linear approach.

4.5.3 Portability and Usability Results

In a cluster environment, not all the nodes are installed with power meters. How
to obtain their power models? Power is consumed by resource components to
carry out tasks. Power consumption should be same for computer systems with
homogeneous hardware and software configuration. Thus, models can be shared
between homogeneous nodes. We have generated 5 different models using 5 ap-
proaches for each node. We apply the models for one node onto homogeneous
nodes in the cluster to evaluate error in the test set. This is a process of testing
the portability.

Fig. 4.9 shows the fit ratio of each model for the Linpack and MapReduce
benchmarks. The MapReduce benchmark includes Writer and Sort. The fit ratio
is the absolute error between the estimated power consumption using migrated
models and the originally estimated power consumption, divided by the originally
estimated power consumption. We traverse all the nodes to check the fit ratio for
its homogeneous nodes. We list the best and worst fit ratio values. The two neural
network approaches have the worst effect because the fit error could be enlarged
by high degree polynomial function in neurons even with minimal difference from
weights. GMM performs well among homogeneous nodes. M-Linear has the better
portability than Linear for Linpack.
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Figure 4.9: The best and worst fit ratio using model migration for the benchmarks.
(a) The MapReduce benchmarks includes Writer and Sort; (b) Linpack is tested
with a process grid ratio of 24

In practice, system operators aren’t only concerned with the estimation accu-
racy of models. They may also consider the training time, estimation time and
resource usage of each approach. In our last experiment, we study these factors.
We train all the models and estimate power on a server node with an Intel E5620
processor (2.4GHz) and 24 GB memory. The range of results in the test set and
for the benchmarks we use above are shown in Table 4.6.

The training time varies a lot. Both linear models need less than 10 seconds.
The times of GMM and GMM-Opt are the longest, nearly 30-100 fold that of
linear models. ANN and GMDH take about 60 seconds. All the models require
less than 1 millisecond to make one estimation on average. The CPU usage for
model training is nearly the same, less than 8%. In the process of training, we
attempt to build models using a different size of TrS. We observe that the two
linear models don’t require a large amount of training data to reach a stable
RMSE value, while non-linear models could suffer overfit with inaccurate results
if the TrS is not large enough.

Table 4.6: The training and estimation time cost, resource usage and TrS demand
of the approaches

Linear M-
Linear

ANN GMDH GMM/
GMM-
Opt

Training
time (sec)

2-4 4-7 25-73 17-60 132-
227

Estimation
time of single
example (sec)

< 10−8 < 10−7
10−7 -
10−6

10−4 -
10−3

10−4 -
10−3

CPU load <7% <7% <8% <8% <8%
Large
TrS demand

No No Yes Yes Yes
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Cluster operators can use the GMM or optimized GMM approach if they de-
mand a precise model in a long schedule time window. They have enough time to
train the model, estimate power consumption and perform schedule in the window.
If the operators are concerned with computing costs in a short schedule window or
in a hard deadline for scheduling, they should choose M-linear. Machine learning
approaches take too much computation time. When they compute the models, the
incoming short schedule window could have passed in the worst case. The sim-
ple approaches are adaptive in the environment where the configuration of nodes
changes or updates frequently. The linear approaches allow operators to update
their models in a short time, while the complicated machine learning approaches
need quite a long time to collect new measurements for new model training.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we described the importance of power estimation and the evidence
of its non-linear characteristic, which motivated our evaluation of the most-used
linear approaches as well as our proposed non-linear machine learning approaches
including ANN, GMDH and GMM on the Hadoop nodes and on the nodes with
GPUs. We evaluated the approaches in a cluster environment using a large amount
of measurement data.

The non-linear machine learning approaches can improve on the estimation
accuracy of the linear approaches using basic resource features. The GMM ap-
proach has the best power estimation accuracy compared with the neural network
approaches and the linear approaches in an I/O and CPU-intensive mixed envi-
ronment; GMM is not suitable in a purely CPU-intensive environment, but the
optimized GMM approach can improve GMM and achieve similar performance
compared to the two neural networks. The GMM regression consumes the longest
time to train the model. The neural network approaches only have a slight ac-
curacy advantage over multiple-variable linear approach; meanwhile these neural
network approaches have the worse portability when they are applied to homoge-
neous nodes. A multiple-variable linear approach highly improves the estimation
accuracy of CPU-only linear approach. We suggest to use GMM or optimized
GMM if one is only concerned with estimation accuracy, and to use a multiple
variable linear regression in time constrained environments.
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—A Prototype of an Energy-aware Network Management
Platform Based on OpenNaaS

This chapter is based on:

• H. Zhu, J. Aznar Baranda, C. de Laat and P. Grosso (2015). Green routing for
software defined data center networks based on OpenNaaS. In Proceedings: 4th Interna-
tional Conference on Green IT Solutions (ICGreen), Milan, Italy.
• H. Zhu, X. Liao, C. de Laat and P. Grosso (2015). Joint flow routing-scheduling for
energy efficient software defined data center networks. Journal of Network and Computer
Applications. (under revision)

5.1 Introduction

In the total energy footprint of data centers, the proportion of energy consumed
by the network components can be up to 50% if optimal power management tech-
niques are used on the server-side [38]. This occurs particularly in data centers in
an e-Infrastructure where large volumes of data are frequently transported. It’s
therefore crucial to reduce the energy consumption of networks in data centers.

Advanced network architectures in data centers such as Fat-tree [40] and
BCube [74] are usually over-provisioned, with full-connected topologies and multi-
path routing to guarantee large network capacity and high robustness. A large
number of network resources are used to meet performance requirements at peak
times. However, these resources are usually underused and rarely work at the peak
performance. Unfortunately, networks in a data center are not power proportional
– networks with low loads still consume more than 90% of the power used during
the busiest hours [78]. They effectively suffer from inefficient power usage when
traffic is not heavy.

Energy-aware routing techniques are effective approaches that can fix this prob-
lem. They are in essence strategies which focus on the energy state of the network,

63
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e.g. energy consumption or CO2 emission rate. They make routing decisions to
aggregate traffic over a subset of links and devices in over-provisioned networks
and switch off unused network components.

There are two ways to implement energy-aware routing: one is in IP networks,
the other modality is to focus on data centers using Software Defined Networking
(SDN). In IP networks we can for example observe the development of a Green
OSPF protocol based on the OSPF protocol [53]; its energy-aware algorithm uses
a subset of shortest path trees to select the routing path and activates as few as
possible links to route traffic.

In SDN, in particular when looking at networks adopting OpenFlow [101], con-
trol plane (routing decision) decoupled from data plane (data forwarding) is moved
to a centralized controller. Energy-aware routing could be easily implemented in
the control plane. We work on data centers using Software Defined Networking in
this chapter. The question is what the most effective manner is to achieve this.

Previous studies, which we will further discuss in Sec. 5.3, implemented energy-
aware routing using various OpenFlow controllers, such as NOX [25] and Beacon
[67]. These implementation has two drawbacks. First, neither implementation
can easily be migrated between SDN networks with different types of SDN con-
trollers because of incompatible structure and APIs. Second, energy-aware routing
techniques rely on precise information about current topology and traffic, but the
capabilities of the OpenFlow controllers are usually limited in their ability to
obtain this information e.g. NOX can only discover the network topology, and
most of the controller can’t obtain topology or traffic statistics. Existing network
management platforms can support multiple types of controller, and they have no
compatibility problem when integrating new energy-optimizer modules into them.
They can provide the capabilities missing from the controllers. Considering these
factors as well as the extensive structure and powerful network management ca-
pabilities of OpenNaaS, we decided to concentrate on OpenNaaS as a suitable
platform for the implementation of energy-aware services in SDN.

We used the features of OpenNaaS to provide the capability to monitor energy
state and make energy-aware routing decisions. The Energy Description Language
is used to define data elements and their structure for energy monitoring. Moni-
toring capabilities pave the way for implementing energy-aware routing as well as
other power management techniques in networks e.g. adaptive link rate (ALR)
[73]. Green routing capabilities can calculate energy-aware routes and push the
routes to OpenFlow switches. We implemented an initial prototype of Energy-
aware OpenNaaS and validated its functionality using a greedy routing algorithm.

After that, we discuss a method to find a better energy-aware routing strat-
egy for OpenNaaS. Rather than only targeting routing algorithms, we evaluated
several routing strategies, namely we considered both how to find routing paths
for flows and how to schedule the flows on the same link. We selected the best
strategy by evaluating the energy consumption and mean flow completion time.
Our simulation shows that this best strategy is a combination of priority-based
shortest routing and exclusive flow scheduling, thanks to which we can achieve 5%-
35% higher energy efficiency than common routing strategies without performance
degradation when traffic consists of large-sized (5GB) of flows.

The structure of this chapter is as follows: Sec. 5.2 presents the energy-aware
routing problem; we follow with a section detailing the related work on software
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management platforms and green network techniques (Sec. 5.3). Sec. 5.4 describes
the OpenNaaS framework, while Sec. 5.5 introduces the design of energy-aware
OpenNaaS. Sec. 5.6 provides a practical usecase of energy-aware OpenNaaS. After
that, Sec. 5.7 discusses the design and selection of energy-aware strategies and
Sec. 5.8 evaluates the strategies by simulation. Sec. 5.9 and Sec. 5.10 present
discussion and conclusions.

5.2 The Energy-aware Routing Problem

The power consumption of a switch is the sum of static power and dynamic
power, according to the power benchmarking results of various network devices
in [99][139]. Static power is constant and it includes power consumed by chassis,
fabric, fans, etc. Dynamic power is consumed by device interfaces and is related
to the rate of traffic across the switch.

If we denote P (u) as the power consumption of a switch, this will depend on
the set of enabled interfaces and the load of each one of them:

P (u) = Pbase +
N

∑
j=1

aj ⋅ pj(uj) (5.1)

uj =
K

∑
k=1

uj,k,0 ⩽ uj ⩽ C (5.2)

Where Pbase is the static power; N is the number of links on the switch; pj(u)
is the power consumption of a switch interface j at utilization u; aj is the binary
decision variable indicating whether the interface j is powered on. Given K traffic
flows f1, f2, ..., fk, ..., fK , the utilization of fk along the link j is uj,k; while the
capacity of the link is C.

Multipath routing algorithms [94], such as equal-cost multipath (ECMP), use
multiple paths while sending flows, but do suffer from longer delay and additional
control messages. In our study we assumed that no flow is split onto multiple
paths, denoted by:

∀k, if uj′,k > 0,
N

∑
j=1,j≠j′

uj,k = 0 (5.3)

Energy-aware routing is an effective solution to save energy by aggregating
the traffic over a subset of network links or network devices in over-provisioned
networks. Solving the energy-aware routing problem is equivalent to minimizing
energy consumption of a network:

Min
M

∑
i=1

bi ⋅ P i
(u) ⋅ ti(u) (5.4)

Where P i(u) denotes the power consumption of switch i at utilization u; M is
the number of switches in the network; bi is the binary decision variable indicating
whether switch i is powered on; ti(u) denotes the time used for transferring the
traffic by the switch i at utilization u.
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Most previous energy-aware routing studies assume the completion time ti(u)
is constant. In fact, they simplify the energy-aware routing problem as Eq. 5.5 to
find a power-minimized network subset for traffic:

Min
M

∑
i=1

bi ⋅ P i
(u) (5.5)

It is obvious that in this case the solution to the minimization problem could
be not energy efficient. Even so, finding the optimal flow routing for power-
minimization is an NP-hard problem [78][131]. It is difficult to solve the power
minimization problem using a formulation, in particular for large scale networks.
The universal solutions are to compute a route for each flow and generate a subset
of the network by combining all the result routes. We will discuss the state of the
art for energy-aware routing next section.

5.3 Related Work

5.3.1 Energy-aware Routing

Cianfrani et al. [53] proposed a Green OSPF protocol. Its energy-aware algorithm
only uses a subset of router Shortest Path Trees to select the routing, reducing
the number of links used to route traffic. Bianzino et al. [45] designed a link-state
protocol with a fully distributed solution to save on the power consumption of
links. The above studies focus on the implementation of energy-aware routing in
IP networks.

Existing work that implements energy-aware routing algorithms for data center
networks (DCNs) using SDN is mostly theoretical, and only a few cases exist of
actual implementations.

Several authors have tackled the problem theoretically. Wang et al. [128] ana-
lyzed the correlation between flows, and their correlation-aware routing algorithm
greedily consolidates as many weak-correlation flows as possible onto a path. They
further adapt the data rate of each link to save power as links may not be fully
utilized in the routing algorithm. Power can be saved by migrating Virtual ma-
chines (VMs) to a smaller set of servers and powering off unused servers in data
centers [39]. Zheng et al. [136] combined Wang’s work with VM consolidation for
further power saving.

Liu et al. [96] proposed a distributed strategy to find the routing path for
elephant flows and make tradeoffs between energy consumption and network per-
formance in a DCN. They observed that elephant flows easily lead to network
congestion, so their elephant flow routing greedily selects the path with the least
network utilization caused by the running elephant flows to improve network per-
formance.

Xu et al. [131] [118] proposed a power-aware routing algorithm for reducing
power consumption of high-density data center networks while meeting the overall
throughput requirement. The idea of the algorithm is to compute a basic routing
path set for all flows and then to remove switches and links from the path set
without violating the demand of overall network throughput.

Fang et al. [70] proposed a similar routing scheme. The scheme first selects a
minimal subset of network elements by using the Steiner tree framework, and then
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uses a multiple-routing algorithm to find multiple routes for each flow. Finally, it
combines the routes that need to activate as few unselected elements as possible
along with the initial subset to generate the final network subset.

Others have provided actual implementations and prototypes. Jin et al. [82]
converted the VM placement problem into a routing problem, which combined
hosts and network based power optimization. They use depth-first search to
quickly traverse the hierarchical layers between VM pairs in a DCN, and em-
ploy a best-fit criterion in terms of memory demand of VMs to determine the link
between any two layers. Their prototype integrated the depth-first best fit rule
into the Beacon OpenFlow controller.

Heller et al. [78] presented ElasticTree for adapting the power usage in a
Fat Tree data center with OpenFlow switches. ElasticTree uses NOX that is an
original OpenFlow controller to pull traffic data and push computed flow routes
to each switch; it employs an optimizer to compute power-minimization routes
which meet current traffic conditions. Mahadevan et al. [98] combined a routing
algorithm used in Elastic Tree and the algorithm of server load consolidation that
migrates jobs to use fewer servers for data center networks. They found that 74%
percent of total network power can be saved.

Thanh et al. [124] presented a platform to measure and analyze the power
consumption of software-defined DCNs using energy-aware topology optimization
and routing algorithm. The platform implemented the same routing algorithm
with ElasticTree in NOX controllers based on the power profiling of NetFPGA
switches. Thanh et al. [123] improved the previous routing algorithm to enable
an adaptive link rate technique.

Our work is different from these previous work in terms of algorithms and
implementation.

The studies above only focus on routing algorithms and evaluation of power
consumption, and they neglect the scheduling of flows on the same link. Li et al.
[91] studied a scheduling algorithm, however the analysis of routing algorithms
is missing. The energy-aware routing strategies we proposed and evaluated in-
clude not only routing algorithms but also scheduling algorithms. In addition, we
evaluated algorithms for original energy-aware routing problem concerning energy
consumption (See Eq. 5.4) instead of the power-minimization problem (See Eq.
5.5).

Besides, we implemented a prototype based on a platform – OpenNaaS. Our
energy optimizer component is implemented in this network management platform
rather than only based on SDN controllers. Previous systems, for example Elastic-
Tree, can’t dynamically discover the topology and monitor the power consumption
of switches due to the limitation of SDN controllers; they assume that the topol-
ogy and power are always invariable once they are manually input. Energy-aware
OpenNaaS inherits and enhances powerful network management capabilities, e.g.
dynamically obtaining power and topology information, and supporting multiple
types of SDN controllers, so it has wide applicability.

5.3.2 Cloud/Network Management Platform

Given that OpenNaaS is effectively a full network platform, it is fair to compare it
with existing cloud/network management platforms that also support SDN tech-
nologies.
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OpenNebula and OpenStack are both open-source cloud computing platforms
for public and private clouds. Cloud operators can control computing, storage
and network resource in clouds through their APIs. Their network capabilities are
limited to IP, vLANs and SDN currently. OpenNaaS has more sufficient network
capabilities e.g. Bandwidth on Demand (BoD), topology discovery, and Generic
Routing Encapsulation(GRE) and support more usecases, e.g. virtual Customer
Premises Equipment (vCPE) than OpenNebula and OpenStack. We can imple-
ment more energy-aware capabilities like energy-aware BoD by combining energy
monitoring with existing network capabilities in OpenNaaS. Besides, OpenNaaS
has a well-organized structure to enable the abstraction of underlying network
technologies and resources, easily extended to implement new network technolo-
gies.

Nuage Networks [24] and the Tail-f Network Control System [29] both provide
general SDN capabilities and vCPE solutions for data center networks. They offer
a virtualization environment for a data center network, but these software-based
products are not open source, and as such cannot be easily extended.

RouteFlow [105] provides remote IP routing services based on a set of open-
source software. RouteFlow doesn’t make a routing decision, which depends on a
virtualized IP routing engine, Quagga, that provides the implementation of routing
protocols e.g. OSPF and BGP. [106]. RouteFlow only focuses on routing services
and its structure is not easily extensible for new network functionality.

5.4 OpenNaaS Framework

OpenNaaS [26] is the outcome of the European Community Mantychore FP7
project. It is as an open source platform for the GÉANT network operations
center (NOC), NRENs and other infrastructure providers of network and com-
puting resources, which has been proposed to provide NaaS-based services. The
main contributors include Juniper, HEAnet and i2CAT. OpenNaaS is proposed
as a common network management and service orchestration platform, capable of
providing and managing network in a flexible and efficient way. OpenNaaS can
take advantage of SDN and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) technologies.

OpenNaaS abstracts aside physical resources, enabling physical topology and
vendor-specific details to be decoupled from their control and management fea-
tures. The fundamental unit that OpenNaaS uses to accomplish this is the Re-
source. A Resource models a device and represents a manageable unit inside the
NaaS concept e.g., a switch, a router, a link, a logical router, or a network. The
basic resource considered is the Physical Resource (PR); Virtual Resources (VRs)
are then created by manipulating the PRs. Capabilities shape resource function-
ality and provide an interface onto given resource functionality, e.g. OSPF, IPv6,
the ability to create/manage logical routers, etc for a router. Fig. 5.1 shows this
OpenNaaS vision in which physical devices are abstracted into resources and ca-
pabilities whose management can be delegated to upper application layers. The
OpenNaaS model aims to be flexible enough to support different designs and orien-
tations, but fixed enough so common tools can be built and reused across plugins.

The implementation of OpenNaaS consists of two distinctive parts: the core
and the extensions. The core can be understood as a provider of basic function-
ality, e.g. resource management, which can then be used by the extensions. The
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Figure 5.1: OpenNaaS abstraction view: resources and capabilities.

extensions provide functionality for a specific aspect of networking, e.g. config-
uration of routers, by defining capabilities the resources have. The structure of
OpenNaaS allows developers to easily implement more functionality by creating
capabilities in a new extension bundle. We exploited this feature to create an
energy-aware bundle (see Sec. 5.5.2).

OpenNaaS has a complete view of the entire network and interacts directly
with the data plane through its SDN capabilities. It separates the control and data
planes and its architecture follows the SDN paradigm. The OpenNaaS framework
is widely used as an enabler for SDN technologies. OpenNaaS interworks several
SDN platforms ( OpenDaylight [27], RYU [28] and Floodlight controllers [22] ) to
orchestrate network services on top of SDN-based infrastructures and to enable
new SDN applications for different stakeholders.

OpenNaaS defines an OpenFlow resource model for OpenFlow switches and
create capabilities for OpenFlow resources in theOpenFlow bundle. The OpenFlow
bundle works as an OpenFlow driver, which accesses the REST APIs of OpenFlow
controllers for port statistics and flow forwarding (allowing developers to create,
remove and get forwarding rules).

5.5 Design of Energy-aware OpenNaaS

We integrated an energy-aware bundle in OpenNaaS to allow energy monitoring
and green routing capabilities for OpenFlow networks.

5.5.1 Architecture

Fig. 5.2 shows the architecture of the energy-aware OpenNaaS we developed.
The OpenNaaS server runs on top of an OpenFlow controller (OFC), and the
OpenFlow-enabled switches are connected with the OFC. There are two methods
to invoke green routing functionality in OpenNaaS: 1) A network provider or user
directly sends a green routing request through scripts or GUI to OpenNaaS; 2)
The OFC detects a packet-in event in a switch and then sends a routing request to
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Figure 5.2: Energy-aware OpenNaaS architecture

the OpenNaaS server. The energy-aware bundle in OpenNaaS receives and han-
dles the request. This bundle is capable of calculating a green route and making
a routing decision. The energy-aware bundle, which communicates with the OFC
through the OpenFlow bundle calls the defined REST APIs in the OFC to add
static flow rules for the route. The static routing module in the OFC executes the
add operations by inserting flow entries into the flow tables of the switches.

5.5.2 Energy-aware Bundle

The Energy-aware bundle at the core of our design implements energy-aware de-
scription, monitoring and routing capabilities for OpenFlow resources. Energy-
aware routing depends on topology information, traffic information and energy
usage information to determine the configuration of the network when scheduling
traffic. OpenNaaS can provide the first two pieces of information. OpenNaaS
employs the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) to obtain network topology
and uses OpenFlow controllers to sample current traffic.

However energy monitoring for networks is challenging due to the dynamics
of infrastructure information and special measurement mechanisms. Therefore, a
complete energy-aware information model is important for OpenNaaS to describe
all the measurement information and meta information for monitoring and to
exchange the energy information between software components. Based on the
analysis above, we implemented both energy monitoring capabilities and energy
description capabilities:

Energy monitoring capabilities obtain and provide energy usage informa-
tion from power meters for the observed metrics: (power, energy, CO2 emission
rate, and electricity price) and from data statistics for the calculated metrics:
(total Electricity, CO2 emission, and energy efficiency). The measurement data
is saved in an OpenNaaS database, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The capabilities are
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responsible for communication with power meters. We have created power meter
drivers for SNMP access to different power meter vendors e.g. Rackitivity and
APC PDUs. Only numeric Object Identifiers (OIDs) in the drivers are different
for different PDUs. Each OID identifies a variable that can be read or set via
SNMP. The capabilities not only measure the power usage of a single device, but
also monitor the power usage of a network route. Using SNMP, the capabilities
can obtain and control the power state of switches and ports.

Energy description capabilities describe and create meta information about
energy source, power meters, green metric, power state etc. in OpenNaaS. With
EDL, OpenNaaS instantiates energy information using a common vocabulary and
makes information understandable between software components. An important
piece of information that EDL can describe is the relationship of power meters
and remote network devices, so that it is understandable which measured energy
usage information from the port of a power meter belongs to which remote device.

The third set of capabilities we developed is the Green routing capabilities,
needed to calculate the green routing path. Three green metric options are avail-
able for routing: power consumption, electricity cost and CO2 emission, as these
metrics are provided by the monitoring capabilities. In our original implementa-
tion we adopted a greedy routing algorithm. Once an OpenNaaS user selects the
green metric to optimize upon, the algorithm traverses all the possible network
routes between the original host and destination host of the flow and it chooses the
route with the lowest value. The calculated route is converted to a list of Open-
Flow flows in the specific Json format according to OFCs, and then the OpenFlow
bundle sends the list to the OFCs to create flow forwarding rules.

OpenNaaS includes a model for the description of OpenFlow route tables and
network routes, which are used by green routing capabilities. The switch ports are
identified by number, and a route table is defined by: IP source, IP destination,
Source switch identifier, also named Datapath identifier (DPID), Input port of the
switch and Output port of the switch. The output port identifies which switch the
traffic is sent to on the next hop. A route or a routing path is a list of route tables.

Similar to route tables in OpenNaaS, OpenFlow flows also include the identifier
of switches and the output ports of switches. OpenNaaS has knowledge of the
network topology that also depicts the connections between OFCs and switches.
So even if there are multiple OFCs in a network, the OpenFlow bundle knows
which switch the flow belongs to and which OFC controls this switch. OpenNaaS
can add the flow rules to the correct OFC.

5.5.3 OpenFlow Controllers

In our design, after the route is calculated OFCs insert flow forwarding rules for
the route in a proactive way. The static routing module pushes all the flow entries
to the switches before traffic arrives, to save the time of processing routing requests
from all the switches. We didn’t change the static routing module and its REST
APIs in the OFCs. The OpenFlow bundle in the OpenNaaS server calls different
APIs according the type of an OFC: Static Flow Pusher APIs in Floodlight and
Static Routing APIs in OpenDaylight.

To support the second mode of invocation, we created the event detection
module in the controllers to forward routing requests from switches to OpenNaaS.
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The module detects a packet-in event, and then sends a REST routing request to
the energy-aware bundle. The message contains the source and destination IP of
the packet, the DPID of the switch and the input port where the packet enters
the switch.

5.6 Prototype

We developed a prototype to show the functionality of energy-aware OpenNaaS.
The prototype includes a web client GUI, which communicates with the capabili-
ties of OpenNaaS through REST APIs.

We emulated a Mininet network with a topology of 6 OpenFlow switches and
5 hosts, shown in Fig. 5.3. The switches have the same network capacity and are
divided into two groups, controlled by Floodlight and OpenDaylight controllers
respectively. To simulate different CO2 emission rate [126], we assumed the two
groups consume solar and thermal energy respectively. We ran the OpenNaaS
server in the same machine.

	  
Figure 5.3: A screen shot of the topology and the configured route in the emulated
network environment

Fig. 5.4 presents a flowchart of the usecase in our emulated environment. A
provider creates a set of abstract OpenFlow resources and loads the OpenFlow
capabilities and energy-aware capabilities for the resources using OpenNaaS (Step
1 ).

After creating the resources, the provider sets the energy source information
for the network, as well as the connections between switches and the outlets of
power meters (Step 2 ). For our prototype, we interfaced OpenNaaS with an
actual power meter to provide the power readings of emulated resources. At this
point the provider sends the monitoring request with the specific metric (Step 3 ).
OpenNaaS translates this request and forwards an SNMP sampling command to
the power meter (Step 3.1 ) and reads the measurement data out (Step 3.2 ). The
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Figure 5.4: The flowchart of a general usecase of energy-aware OpenNaaS (Step 1
to Step 7)

data is described by EDL, and data is saved in a database or is sent back to the
provider (Step 4 ). Table 5.1 shows the energy information for switch SW1 at a
certain moment.

Table 5.1: An example of switch (SW1) information monitored

DPID 00:00:64:87:88:58:f6:57
Controller IP controllersVM
Controller Port 8080
Power Consumption 70.0 Watt
Energy Source
ID Solar1
Price 0.002 Euros/kWh
CO2 emission rate 0.0015 kg/kWh

Our prototype also proves that OpenNaaS can measure the energy usage in-
formation of a specified routing path. Fig. 5.3 lists all the configured routes in the
network and presents the total power consumption, electricity rate and emission
rate of each route.

At this point the provider decides on a green optimization metric (Step 5 ) and
submits a request to OpenNaaS for a path between a source and a destination
(Step 6 ). OpenNaaS obtains the energy information of all the possible network
routes between the end points; if the information is not available in the database, it
will send a monitoring request immediately to obtain real-time energy information
(Step 6.1 ). OpenNaaS selects the route with the least value and interacts with
the OFCs to create flow forwarding rules in the switches (Step 6.2 ). At the end,
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the formatted route information is returned to the provider if the flow rules are
successfully created (Step 6.3 ). According to the result route, OpenNaaS sends
power on/off command to the power meter via SNMP and then the power meter
changes the state of switches and links (Step 6.4 ). Fig. 5.3 shows a routing path
we found between host1 and host3 using energy-aware OpenNaaS.

The benefits for adopting energy-aware OpenNaaS are many-fold. First, Open-
NaaS has lightweight management costs. Network users and providers can con-
figure their network through unified capabilities published in OpenNaaS that are
transparent to specific technologies and hardware details. The control centralized
in the OpenNaaS server manages the network as a whole rather than as a num-
ber of individual devices. Second, energy-aware OpenNaaS allows network users
and providers to understand their energy usage information. They can profile the
energy information for their network for further analysis, e.g. troubleshoot power
shortage problems in data centers and prepare for the design a new network in-
frastructure. Network providers can even implement their own power management
methods with the profiling information.

Our original prototype implemented a simple usecase where OpenNaaS creates
a path with a greedy routing algorithm when receiving a routing request. A similar
greedy algorithm was proposed in the previous study [78]. For the next version
of energy-aware OpenNaaS we decided to further improve its energy awareness;
for this we evaluated a set of routing algorithms and designed an optimized green
routing strategy to replace the original greedy algorithm.

5.7 Energy-aware Routing Strategies

Energy-aware routing is a bin-packing problem, and it is not possible to find
an optimal solution, especially for large scale networks. Therefore, rather than
directly solving the energy-aware routing problem, we analyze the energy efficiency
of common routing algorithms that already exist. We use the routing algorithms
to find routes, and the switches and links on unused routes will be powered off.

Traffic aggregation in these routing algorithms could make flows run on the
same link. A flow scheduling algorithm is needed to schedule flows. So we will
also analyze the energy efficiency of flow scheduling algorithms as post of optimized
energy-aware routing strategy.

5.7.1 Flow Routing

As discussed in Sec. 5.2, solutions to the power minimization problem rely on the
assumption that the completion time of traffic is constant. They find a routing
path for each flow and combine all the result paths to generate a subset of the net-
work topology. They are power efficient but could effectively be energy inefficient.
Power-greedy routing is a simple solution to the power minimization problem. For
each flow, power-greedy routing evaluates all possible paths with sufficient ca-
pacity and selects a routing path with the least increase of total network power
consumption.

Shortest path routing pursues low-delay and high throughput for data trans-
mission. It selects a routing path with the least number of lengths or weights.
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Shortest path routing is not power-aware, but it could lead to low completion
time.

In data center networks, networks are over-provisioned. Multiple paths with
similar length between two hosts are likely to exist, so their performance is similar,
e.g. there are multiple parallel paths between any two hosts in a BCube network
and some of paths have the same length [74]. The same applies to a Fat Tree
network. If we observe Fig. 5.5, which is an example of partial Fat Tree network,
we see that 4 shortest paths exist between any two hosts. For example, the shortest
paths between Host1 and Host5 are as follows:

path1: SW7→ SW5→ SW1→ SW9→ SW11
path2: SW7→ SW5→ SW2→ SW9→ SW11
path3: SW7→ SW6→ SW3→ SW10→ SW11
path4: SW7→ SW6→ SW4→ SW10→ SW11

H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 H8

SW1 SW2 SW3

SW6

SW8 SW12

SW5 SW9 SW10

SW4

SW7 SW11

Figure 5.5: An example of partial Fat Tree network

It is reasonable to select an energy efficient path among multiple shortest paths.
Thus, we propose priority-based shortest routing. The priority of a routing path
is differentiated by the use of switches in the path. The path that includes the
highest number of currently used switches has the highest priority. Priority-based
shortest routing computes multiple shortest routing paths for a flow and selects
the one with the highest priority. For example, if SW6 and SW4 are currently
working or not being powered off, path4 has the highest priority and should be
selected. The basic reasoning is to use as few network resources as possible to
achieve the same network performance. Random routing, which randomly selects
a routing path from possible paths, is the baseline for the three other routing
algorithms.

5.7.2 Flow Scheduling

Traffic aggregation in flow routing might make multiple flows run on the same
link and share the overall bandwidth. Exclusive flow scheduling (EXR) is an
alternative to link sharing; EXR transfers the flows one by one and only allows
each flow exclusive use of the overall link bandwidth. We can prove that EXR is
a more efficient scheduling algorithm comparing to link-shared scheduling. This
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is well illustrated with an example based on Fig. 5.5. Let’s assume that two flows
are transferred at the same time in this Fat Tree network, namely "flow1: H1 to
H5" and "flow2: H1 to H7" with size of s1 and s2 respectively. For simplicity, we
assume that only a set of switches (SW7, SW5, SW1, SW9, SW11 and SW12 )
and only the links with data transmission are currently active. The completion
time of two flows are t1 and t2. Let α be the proportion of bandwidth used by
flow1 and 1−α be the proportion used by flow2. We assume the flow1 is finished
first (The result can be proved accordingly if the flow2 is finished first), so the
range of α is as follows:

s1
s1 + s2

< α ≤ 1 (5.6)

Since most data center networks employ a homogeneous set of switches to
interconnect servers, we assume all the switches have same static power Pbase and
all the links of the switch have the same power model p(u). The network energy
E of transmitting flow1 and flow2 can be calculated as follows:

E = ESW7 +ESW5 +ESW1 +ESW9 +ESW11 +ESW12

= (Pbase + p(αC)) ⋅ t1 + 5Pbase ⋅ t2 + 4p(C) ⋅ t2

+ p(C)) ⋅ (t2 − t1) + p((1 − α) ⋅C) ⋅ t1

= (Pbase + p(αC)) ⋅
s1
αC

+ 5Pbase ⋅
s1 + s2
C

+ 4p(C) ⋅
s1 + s2
C

+ p(C)) ⋅ (
s1 + s2
C

−
s1
αC
)

+ p((1 − α) ⋅C) ⋅
s1
αC

=
Pbase

C
(5s1 +

s1
αC

+ 5s2) +
p(αC)

αC
s1

+
p(C)

c
(5s1 −

s1
α
+ 5s2) +

p((1 − α) ⋅C)

αC
s1

(5.7)

In the real networking devices, the power consumed by the link is small com-
pared to the static power consumption; the power consumption of an idle link is
quite close to that of a full load. We can assume p((1 − α) ⋅C), p(αC) and p(C)
are equal. Therefore, the Eq. 5.7 can be simplified as follows:

E =
Pbase

C
(5s1 +

s1
α
+ 5s2) +

p(C)

C
(5s1 +

s1
α
+ 5s2) (5.8)

When α equals to 1, Eq. 5.8 reaches a minimized value. So, the network has the
least energy consumption when a flow is transferred exclusively on a link.

Based on this analysis, we combined priority routing and EXR scheduling to
create a complete and optimized energy-aware routing strategy. In the next section
we will validate our choice by conducting comparative studies by simulation.

5.8 Evaluation

In our simulation we use two common data center topologies – Fat Tree using 4-
port switches (Fat Tree(4)) and 3-level BCube using 2-port switch (BCube(2,3)).
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The capacity of each link in the simulated topologies is 1Gbps; the total number
of server is 16 servers. There are 32 switches in BCube(2,3) and 20 switches in
Fat Tree(4). We present two groups of flows with totally different flow size to
study their potential in extreme situations. We simulate the flows with a typical
size (64MB) in Hadoop data centers and a large size (5GB) in scientific data
centers. In each group of flows, the size of each flow changes in a pretty small
range (less than 1%). The source and destination servers of each flow are random.
The arrival rate of flows follows the Poisson distribution. We simulate the flows
coming in one minute and the maximum number of flows are about 3000. The
average throughput of flows is 500MB/s.

All the switches in the same network are homogeneous. According to the power
profiling of networking devices in our experiments [139] and from other studies in
[78], we assume the dynamic power consumption accounts for less than 10% of
total power consumption. We use a linear model to capture the relation between
dynamic power consumption and network load.

For the simplicity of our simulation, we focus on small-sized networks. This is
because power-greedy routing is not scalable, we have to calculate all possible paths
(without loops) and compare their power consumption. The algorithm to find all
the paths has a computational complexity of O(V !) [10]. V represents the number
of switches in the network. Priority-based shortest routing and shortest routing
are both fundamentally scalable. Using the Dijkstra algorithm to find a shortest
routing has a computational complexity of O(V 2). Priority-based shortest routing
finds n shortest routing paths, and n is a small integer usually. Its computational
complexity is O(n3 ⋅V (E+V logV )), where E is the number of links in the network.

We explore how much energy to consume for data transmission with differ-
ent routing strategies that include the combination of routing algorithms and
flow scheduling algorithms. The flow scheduling algorithms are differentiated by
whether flows are allowed to share link bandwidth. We define the Energy Effi-
ciency metric as the amount of data transmission per unit of energy consumption.
The Mean Flow Completion Time is the mean time interval between arrival and
completion of flows, used to qualify network performance.

Fig. 5.6 (a) and (b) show network energy efficiency and mean flow completion
time by the different routing algorithms against the big flow arrival rate in the
BCube network. The solid lines represent the strategies with shared flow schedul-
ing and the dotted lines describe the strategies with EXR. In Fig. 5.6 (a), we
observe that the BCube network’s energy efficiency rises with the growth of the
arrival rate. It proves higher network utilization makes the network more energy
efficient. The strategies with EXR offer significant energy saving compared to
the strategies with link sharing. For example, priority-based routing with EXR is
about 35% higher energy efficiency over priority-based routing with link sharing.
In regard to the same scheduling algorithm, shortest routing has a growing ad-
vantage (at most 20%) on the energy efficiency than greedy routing when the flow
arrival rate increases. The energy efficiency of priority-based routing is about 5%
higher than that of shortest routing when the arrival rate of flows is over 10.

In Fig. 5.6 (b), we observe that the strategies with link sharing have longer
mean flow completion time than the strategies with EXR. Priority-based and
shortest routing algorithms have similar performance, which are better than greedy
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Figure 5.6: Network energy efficiency and mean flow completion time against the
arrival rate of large flows(5GB) in the BCube network
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Figure 5.7: Mean flow completion time with standard error against the arrival
rate of large flows(5GB) in the BCube network

routing. During exclusive scheduling, the performance of greedy routing is as bad
as random routing.

Fig. 5.7 shows the standard error of completion time for all the flows. The
completion time of the strategies with link sharing change in a similar range as
the strategies with EXR.

Fig. 5.8 (a) illustrates that network energy efficiency can improve 2.5 times
when the big flow arrival rate increases from 0.1 to 20 in the Fat-Tree network.
The strategies with EXR still offer an obvious improvement of energy efficiency
over the strategies with link sharing. Although priority-based shortest routing
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Figure 5.8: Network energy efficiency and mean flow completion time against the
arrival rate of large flows(5GB) in the Fat Tree network
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Figure 5.9: Network energy efficiency and mean flow completion time against the
arrival rate of small flows(64MB) in the BCube network

is the most energy efficient most of the time, the advantage of the shortest and
greedy routing algorithms in the Fat Tree network is slight compared to that of
the BCube network.

Fig. 5.8 (b) shows the mean flow completion time against the big flow arrival
rate in the Fat-Tree network. The strategies with link sharing are worse than
the strategies with EXR. The mean flow completion time using the priority-based
algorithm and using the shortest routing algorithm are nearly the same; they are
smaller than that of the other two routing algorithms.

Fig. 5.9 (a) and (b) show network efficiency against the small flow arrival
rate in the BCube network. The two figures reiterate that the strategies with
link sharing are less energy efficient and have longer completion time than the
strategies with EXR.

This is also observed in Fig. 5.10 (a) and (b) for the BCube network. Com-
pared to the experiments using traffic with big flows, the energy efficiency of the
BCube and Fat Tree networks improves less (at most 1 time) when the small flow
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Figure 5.10: Network energy efficiency and mean flow completion time against the
arrival rate of small flows(64MB) in the Fat Tree network

arrival rate increases; the energy efficiency of the networks for small flow transmis-
sion are lower. Energy efficiency of the shortest, priority-based and greedy routing
algorithms are similar, and the mean flow completion time of these routing algo-
rithms are the same. Although these routing algorithms could compute different
routing paths for the same flow, the difference of route selection impacts the net-
work power consumption quite lightly for small flows because they are completed
in very short time.
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Figure 5.11: Network energy efficiency against transition time of switches under
large flows(5GB) in Fat Tree and BCube networks

In the above experiments we assume no transition time for switches. But in a
real network environment, the switches usually take a few seconds to power on/off
after receiving off/on signals [107]. In order to simulate the vendors with different
transition times, we study network energy efficiency against the transition time.
A switch doesn’t goes off if the arrival interval between two flows along it is less
than the transition time. The flow arrival rate is fixed at 10 flows per second
and the size of all the flows is 5GB. The result of Fat-Tree and BCube networks
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is shown in Fig. 5.11 (a) and (b). We can find that network energy efficiency
declines slowly and remains stable when the transition time is large enough. In
regard to the same scheduling algorithm, we can observe that the energy efficiency
of priority-based routing is about 5% higher than that of shortest routing, while
shortest routing has about 5%-20% higher energy efficiency than greedy routing.

We conclude all the experiments as follows. Power-greedy routing is a power-
minimization algorithm, but it could not find an optimal routing for all the flows
because its result is in essence a local optimization. Besides, power-greedy routing
degrades the completion time of flows. That is the reason that our experiments
indicate that the power-greedy algorithm is less energy efficient. Exclusive flow
scheduling is much more energy efficient than scheduling with link sharing regard-
less of which routing algorithm is used. The strategy we highlight is the combi-
nation of priority-based shortest routing and exclusive flow scheduling. It has the
obvious improvement of energy efficiency for big file transmissions in the BCube
network. In this case, the priority-based routing with EXR is about 5%-35%
higher energy efficiency than other common strategies. When the transition time
of switches is considered, it is still more energy efficient, compared to either the
routing algorithms or the scheduling algorithms used. The network performance
of this strategy doesn’t degrade and its mean flow completion time is nearly same
as the strategies with shortest routing.

5.9 Discussion

We will implement the exclusive flow scheduling algorithm in the prototype in fu-
ture. OpenNaaS and OFCs need to be modified to enable exclusive flow scheduling.
OpenNaaS has to define two flow lists to monitor active flows and suspended flows.
OpenNaaS first has to calculates the routing path and configure forwarding rules
for any new incoming flow; then, it needs to determine the scheduling state of the
flow according to the state of links in the path. If part of the links in the path
are used, OpenNaaS must put the flow into the suspended list and asks the OFC
to suspend the flow. If all links in the path are available, OpenNaaS can add the
flow into the active list and notify the OFC to permit the flow. When an active
flow is finished, the switch has to generate the completion event and forward it to
OpenNaaS through the OFC. Finally, OpenNaaS can fetch a suspended flow from
the suspended list, and allow flow transmission.

Some general features of EXR should also be carefully considered. Exclusive
flow scheduling can improve on the mean flow completion time but could increase
this value for small flows, compared to shared flow scheduling. Therefore, for the
applications which have strict QoS e.g. response time for small flows, exclusive flow
scheduling is not the best option even if it does save energy consumption. NRENs
are the important users of OpenNaaS, and the majority of applications hosted by
NRENs are scientific computing applications that are tolerant of execution time.
So exclusive flow scheduling can meet their requirements. Also, the algorithm for
fetching the suspended flow could be first-in-first-out, smallest or biggest flow first
etc. We can choose one according to QoS requirements in future implementations.
Large-sized flows easily lead to network congestion [96], so giving large flows higher
priority can further improve the mean network performance, while giving small
flows higher priority can reduce the delay in completing them.
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Energy-aware routing strategies power off unused network components and
they impact the oversubscription rate of date center networks. If a burst of traffic
arrives, the unused network components require some time to become available.
So in this case energy-aware routing strategies could increase the response time of
data transmission. Enabling energy-aware routing strategies only at the non-peak
time can lower this negative impact. During this period, the tolerance for link
failure is also higher than at peak time.

5.10 Conclusion

OpenNaaS is a network management platform that includes SDN support and
interworks several SDN platforms to orchestrate network services; this makes it
a suitable management platform for adoption in data centers moving to SDN.
The energy-aware OpenNaaS we developed for energy-aware routing builds on the
consolidated OpenNaaS framework, and it’s the first implementation of this kind
as far as we know. Our prototype shows we can also measure the energy, cost and
sustainability information of networks for providers or users.

In the prototype, we discuss the improvement of routing strategies by com-
bining flow routing and flow scheduling. Priority-based shortest routing finds the
most power efficient routes from multiple shortest paths. Exclusive scheduling
speeds up all flows on the same link. The simulation results show that combined
strategy can effectively improve network energy efficiency, in particular when traf-
fic consists of large-sized flows.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

e-Infrastructures are ICT infrastructures hosting networks, data centers and col-
laborative environments, developed to support scientific research in a distributed
research community. To meet the requirements of processing big data, the size and
scale of data centers and networks are increasing. This leads to large volumes of
energy consumption and GHG emissions, which motivated us to study and improve
upon energy monitoring and energy management suitable for e-Infrastructures.

The distributed environment in an e-Infrastructure requires the exchange of
knowledge to map applications onto the infrastructure. The first challenge we ad-
dressed was creating a semantic information model that describes energy-related
knowledge. Then we presented a proper approach for building an information
system for organizing energy knowledge based on the model. Leveraging our se-
mantic information models and information system, ultimately we validated new
algorithms and software implementations for energy management. We focused on
power consumption estimation in servers and energy-aware routing for networks.

6.1 Semantic Information Model

In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we answered the first research question – Q1: What is
the proper approach to design and create an energy-aware information model for
the description of e-Infrastructures and develop a sufficient information system
for their energy monitoring? Chapter 2 presented how we built the energy-aware
semantic model – the Energy Description Language. Chapter 3 described how we
developed the energy-aware information system – the Energy Knowledge Base.

In Chapter 2 we introduced the RDF model in the Semantic Web and presented
the benefits of using an semantic approach to describe e-Infrastructures with en-
ergy awareness. RDF improves data interoperability in a distributed environment
and OWL ontologies are extensible.

Then we described our group’s previous work on the semantic model for com-
puting and network infrastructures – the Infrastructure and Network Descrip-
tion Language. INDL is defined as an extension of Network Markup Language
(NML), thus creating a extensible, technology independent model of computing
infrastructures. INDL has been a basis for modeling many different distributed
infrastructures: the CineGrid infrastructure, the NOVI federated platforms and
the GEYSERS architecture. It was also the basis for ExoGENI. In essence, INDL
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is a suitable model for e-Infrastructures. The use of Semantic Web technology in
the INDL ontology facilitates the creation of models that can be easily connected,
stacked and extended by other models.

After that, we examined the state of the art on energy-aware information
models for infrastructures, and found that none of these representations satisfy
our requirements for energy management in distributed environments. Thus, we
presented our approach of building EDL upon INDL. EDL itself focuses on the
concepts and relationships of energy monitoring and measurement. It contains
the Green Metric part that describes measurement data in different energy met-
rics, the Characteristic part that describes non-measurable state of computing or
networking resources for green resource discovery and the Monitor Component
part that describes the way to obtain measurement data of resources from sensors
and the way to organize measurement data in logs. The EDL ontology is also
an OWL-based model. The concepts in EDL can support a wide range of power
management scenarios such as power estimation and green resource discovery.

In Chapter 3 we developed the Energy Knowledge Base system for energy moni-
toring to manage and organize energy-aware data and metadata in e-Infrastructures.
As far as we know, this is the first attempt to implement a semantic information
system with energy awareness in a distributed infrastructure. An EKB agent
works in the local domain. EKB can work in a distributed environment as it
contains multiple agents connected by the Aggregation Service. The EKB agent
is composed of knowledge components, which represent knowledge from the in-
frastructure and from the various information sources, and software components,
which are responsible for collecting and providing knowledge. EKB leverages EDL
to instantiate semantic description, which makes data interoperable. In the process
of instantiation, we validated the concepts in the Energy Description Language
ontology. We also presented the role of EKB in two energy management usecases:
the Power Budget Calculator and green resource discovery. We evaluated the scal-
ability of two EKB implementations when the number of users increases from 1 to
100. Our experiments show that the EKB implementation which stores measure
data in a time-series data base instead of a triple store, is more scalable.

6.2 Energy Management

With the help of the EDL ontology and EKB information system, we have devel-
oped our specific research on energy management in e-Infrastructures. In Chapter
4 and Chapter 5, we answered the second research question – Q2: What new
energy management techniques will emerge by applying the developed information
model and information system?

In Chapter 4 we answered subquestion – Q2a: How do we build and evalu-
ate non-linear approaches for power estimation in a cluster environment? We
applied neural network models and unsupervised classification models with basic
OS-reported resource features for power estimation. We trained and evaluated the
power estimation models in a cluster environment using a large amount of mea-
surement data from EKB; and we evaluated power estimation models in terms of
not only accuracy but also portability and usability. The important results we got
are as follows.
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1. The GMM approach has the best power estimation accuracy compared with
the neural network approaches and the linear approaches in an I/O and
CPU-intensive mixed environment; GMM is not suitable in a purely CPU-
intensive environment, but the optimized GMM approach, which manually
clusters each data set into 5 groups according to the CPU usage, can achieve
similar performance compared to the two neural networks.

2. Compared to GMM, the neural network approaches have bad portability
when they are applied to homogeneous nodes across the same or other clus-
ters.

3. GMM needs the longest training time. We suggest to use GMM or opti-
mized GMM if one focuses on the estimation accuracy, and to use a multiple
variable linear regression in time constrained environments.

In Chapter 5 we answered the subquestion – Q2b: What is a proper way to
explore energy-aware routing in data center networks and how much impact do
routing strategies have on the energy efficiency of the networks? We presented a
prototype of energy-aware OpenNaaS, which is a solution to energy-aware rout-
ing in a network management platform for the purpose of improving network
energy efficiency. Energy-aware OpenNaaS inherits and enhances powerful net-
work management capabilities, e.g. dynamically obtaining power and topology
information, and supporting multiple types of SDN controller, so it has wide ap-
plicability. Energy-aware OpenNaaS leverages EDL to define data elements and
their structure for monitoring capabilities. It can measure the energy, cost and
sustainability of networks for providers or users. In the prototype, we studied
the effect of routing strategies that combines flow routing and flow scheduling on
network energy efficiency and performance. Priority-based shortest routing finds
the most power efficient routes from a set of multiple shortest paths. Exclusive
scheduling speeds up the flows on the same link. The simulation results show
that the combination of priority-based shortest routing and exclusive scheduling
can effectively improve energy efficiency (5%-35%) of the BCube network without
performance degradation when traffic consists of large-sized (5GB) flows.

6.3 Road Ahead

We see three directions in which our work can be extended: creation of information
models for access policies, support for automatic information integration in the
Energy Knowledge Base, and improvements of power estimation approaches.

The focus of this thesis is mainly on infrastructure models and monitoring mod-
els. INDL is a model to describe the structure and configuration of infrastructures
and EDL is an attempt to model the energy-related states of the infrastructure.
Besides a infrastructure model and a monitoring model, a complete resource man-
agement system also needs an access policy model to describe which types of
actions are allowed on which resources and which actors are allowed to perform
these actions [122].

The energy management technique we have discussed in Chapter 5 relies on
consolidating networking devices and components by local operators, which is
a simple scheduling scenario. An energy management system can easily carry
out this activity on networks without an access model. But when considering
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complicated energy management scenarios in future, e.g. where operators can
manage remote infrastructures by combining frequency scaling and consolidation,
the scheduling activities are not straightforward. In this case, it is essential to
investigate an access policy model for energy management based on our work.

EKB can support fixed information sources for obtaining measurement and
metadata of infrastructures. In our vision, one of the research directions for EKB
is to allow automatic information integration. EKB automatically creates and
updates the description of information sources e.g. addresses and APIs using on-
tologies, and the description dynamically matches with the registered information
sources. To enable this, information source ontologies should be modified to in-
clude the mapping of the models of information sources to EDL such that EKB
can know how to instantiate native data from those sources. A new agent that
manages the information sources is also needed.

Although the DAS-4 cluster is not a production cluster, our study on designing
and evaluating power estimation approaches in Chapter 5 can be useful for future
work in production clusters. A point for future research is to study the impact
of different subsets of resource features and time series on the approaches for
measuring the accuracy of power estimation. In theory, two factors could influence
the power estimation.

1. Using a feature, e.g. memory utilization, in the model or not is totally
distinct in theory. It is worth knowing how much accuracy will degrade if
we don’t maintain data about a feature.

2. Workloads can be characterized not only by resource features but also sample
time; a workload could show a close relation with time, e.g. Map is always
followed by Reduce in a Hadoop cluster.

Another point for future research is to apply our approaches in the study of esti-
mating GPU power consumption. Some features about GPUs, e.g. GPU memory
usage, should be taken into consideration in order to precisely estimate the power
consumption of GPU workloads [119].



Appendix A

OWL Schema of The Energy
Description Language

This chapter describes the normative schema of the OWL syntax using the OWL
ontology definition below.
1
2 <?xml ve r s i on=" 1 .0 "?>
3
4
5 <!DOCTYPE rd f :RDF [
6 <!ENTITY xsd "http ://www.w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema#" >
7 <!ENTITY rd f s "http ://www.w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf −schema#" >
8 <!ENTITY nml "http :// schemas . og f . org /nml/2013/05/ base#" >
9 <!ENTITY rd f "http ://www.w3 . org /1999/02/22− rdf −syntax −ns#" >

10 <!ENTITY ed l "http ://www. s c i e n c e . uva . n l / r e s ea r ch / sne / ed l#" >
11 <!ENTITY ind l " http ://www. s c i e n c e . uva . n l / r e s ea r ch / sne / i nd l#" >
12 ]>
13
14
15 <rd f :RDF xmlns="http ://www.w3 . org /2002/07/ owl#"
16 xml : base="http ://www.w3 . org /2002/07/ owl"
17 xmlns : ed l="http ://www. s c i e n c e . uva . n l / r e s ea r ch / sne / ed l#"
18 xmlns : i nd l="http ://www. s c i e n c e . uva . n l / r e s ea r ch / sne / i nd l#"
19 xmlns : r d f s="http ://www.w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf −schema#"
20 xmlns : xsd="http ://www.w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema#"
21 xmlns : rd f="http ://www.w3 . org /1999/02/22− rdf −syntax −ns#"
22 xmlns : nml="http :// schemas . og f . org /nml/2013/05/ base#">
23 <Ontology rd f : about="http ://www. s c i e n c e . uva . n l / r e s ea r ch / sne / ed l ">
24 <imports rd f : r e s ou r c e=" f i l e : i nd l . owl"/>
25 </Ontology>
26
27
28
29 <!−−
30 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
31 //
32 // Annotation propert ies
33 //
34 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
35 −−>
36
37
38
39
40 <!−− http : //schemas . ogf . org/nml/2013/05/base#parameter −−>
41
42 <AnnotationProperty rd f : about="&nml ; parameter ">
43 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&nml ; Node"/>
44 </AnnotationProperty>
45
46
47
48 <!−−
49 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
50 //
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51 // Object Properties
52 //
53 ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
54 −−>
55
56
57
58
59 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#atPowerState −−>
60
61 <ObjectProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; atPowerState ">
62 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&nml ; Node"/>
63 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; PowerState"/>
64 </ObjectProperty>
65
66
67
68 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#attachTo −−>
69
70 <ObjectProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; attachTo">
71 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&nml ; Node"/>
72 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Outlet "/>
73 </ObjectProperty>
74
75
76
77 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#hasCapabi l i ty −−>
78
79 <ObjectProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; hasCapab i l i ty ">
80 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&nml ; Node"/>
81 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; PowerCapabil ity "/>
82 </ObjectProperty>
83
84
85
86 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#hasDriver −−>
87
88 <ObjectProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; hasDriver ">
89 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Dr iver "/>
90 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; PowerMeter"/>
91 </ObjectProperty>
92
93
94
95 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#hasLoad −−>
96
97 <ObjectProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; hasLoad">
98 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&nml ; Node"/>
99 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Load"/>

100 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; MonitorLog"/>
101 </ObjectProperty>
102
103
104
105 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#hasLog −−>
106
107 <ObjectProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; hasLog">
108 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&nml ; Node"/>
109 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; MonitorLog"/>
110 </ObjectProperty>
111
112
113
114 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#hasMeasurement −−>
115
116 <ObjectProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; hasMeasurement">
117 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; Load"/>
118 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Measurement"/>
119 </ObjectProperty>
120
121
122
123 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#hasOutlet −−>
124
125 <ObjectProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; hasOutlet ">
126 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Outlet "/>
127 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; PowerMeter"/>
128 </ObjectProperty>
129
130
131
132 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#hasUnit −−>
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133
134 <ObjectProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; hasUnit ">
135 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; Metric "/>
136 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Unit"/>
137 </ObjectProperty>
138
139
140
141 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#informOf −−>
142
143 <ObjectProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; informOf">
144 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; ObservedGMetric"/>
145 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; PowerMeter"/>
146 </ObjectProperty>
147
148
149
150 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#monitor −−>
151
152 <ObjectProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; monitor ">
153 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; PowerMeter"/>
154 <inver seOf rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; monitoredBy"/>
155 </ObjectProperty>
156
157
158
159 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#monitoredBy −−>
160
161 <ObjectProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; monitoredBy">
162 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&nml ; Node"/>
163 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; PowerMeter"/>
164 </ObjectProperty>
165
166
167
168 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#useEnergySource −−>
169
170 <ObjectProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; useEnergySource ">
171 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&nml ; Node"/>
172 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; EnergySource "/>
173 </ObjectProperty>
174
175
176
177 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#useMetric −−>
178
179 <ObjectProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; useMetr ic ">
180 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; Load"/>
181 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Metric "/>
182 </ObjectProperty>
183
184
185
186 <!−−
187 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
188 //
189 // Data propert ies
190 //
191 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
192 −−>
193
194
195
196 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#UDPaddress −−>
197
198 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; UDPaddress">
199 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; Dr iver "/>
200 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; s t r i n g "/>
201 </DatatypeProperty>
202
203
204
205 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#capab i l i t y −−>
206
207 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; c a p ab i l i t y ">
208 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; PowerCapabil ity "/>
209 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; s t r i n g "/>
210 </DatatypeProperty>
211
212
213
214 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#e l e c t r i c i t yPr i c e −−>
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215
216 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; e l e c t r i c i t y P r i c e ">
217 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; EnergySource "/>
218 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; f l o a t "/>
219 </DatatypeProperty>
220
221
222
223 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#
224 emiss ionPerUnitofEnergy −−>
225
226 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; emiss ionPerUnitofEnergy ">
227 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; EnergySource "/>
228 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; f l o a t "/>
229 </DatatypeProperty>
230
231
232
233 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#endEpochTime −−>
234
235 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; endEpochTime">
236 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; MonitorLog"/>
237 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; long "/>
238 </DatatypeProperty>
239
240
241
242 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#metricName −−>
243
244 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; metricName">
245 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; Metric "/>
246 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; s t r i n g "/>
247 </DatatypeProperty>
248
249
250
251 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#metricValue −−>
252
253 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; metr icValue ">
254 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; Measurement"/>
255 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; double "/>
256 </DatatypeProperty>
257
258
259
260 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#model −−>
261
262 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; model">
263 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; PowerMeter"/>
264 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; s t r i n g "/>
265 </DatatypeProperty>
266
267
268
269 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#moduleId −−>
270
271 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; moduleId">
272 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; Outlet "/>
273 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; i n t "/>
274 </DatatypeProperty>
275
276
277
278 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#nodeName −−>
279
280 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; nodeName">
281 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&nml ; Node"/>
282 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; s t r i n g "/>
283 </DatatypeProperty>
284
285
286
287 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#numberOfModule −−>
288
289 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; numberOfModule">
290 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; PowerMeter"/>
291 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; i n t "/>
292 </DatatypeProperty>
293
294
295
296 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#numberOfOutlet −−>
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297
298 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; numberOfOutlet">
299 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; PowerMeter"/>
300 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; i n t "/>
301 </DatatypeProperty>
302
303
304
305 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#out l e t Id −−>
306
307 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; ou t l e t I d ">
308 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; Outlet "/>
309 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; i n t "/>
310 </DatatypeProperty>
311
312
313
314 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#ratedPower −−>
315
316 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; ratedPower">
317 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; PowerState"/>
318 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; f l o a t "/>
319 </DatatypeProperty>
320
321
322
323 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#sampleDuration −−>
324
325 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; sampleDuration">
326 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; MonitorLog"/>
327 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; i n t "/>
328 </DatatypeProperty>
329
330
331
332 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#sampleInterval −−>
333
334 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; sample Inte rva l ">
335 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; MonitorLog"/>
336 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; i n t "/>
337 </DatatypeProperty>
338
339
340
341 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#startEpochTime −−>
342
343 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; startEpochTime">
344 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; MonitorLog"/>
345 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; long "/>
346 </DatatypeProperty>
347
348
349
350 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#sta te −−>
351
352 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; s t a t e ">
353 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; PowerState"/>
354 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; s t r i n g "/>
355 </DatatypeProperty>
356
357
358
359 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#timestamp −−>
360
361 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; timestamp">
362 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; Measurement"/>
363 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; long "/>
364 </DatatypeProperty>
365
366
367
368 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#unitName −−>
369
370 <DatatypeProperty rd f : about="&ed l ; unitName">
371 <rd f s : domain rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; Unit "/>
372 <rd f s : range rd f : r e s ou r c e="&xsd ; s t r i n g "/>
373 </DatatypeProperty>
374
375
376
377 <!−−
378 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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379 //
380 // Classes
381 //
382 ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
383 −−>
384
385
386
387
388 <!−− http : //schemas . ogf . org/nml/2013/05/base#Node −−>
389
390 <Class rd f : about="&nml ; Node"/>
391
392
393
394 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#BrownEnergy −−>
395
396 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; BrownEnergy">
397 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; EnergySource "/>
398 </Class>
399
400
401
402 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#CalculatedGMetric −−>
403
404 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; CalculatedGMetric ">
405 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; GreenMetric "/>
406 </Class>
407
408
409
410 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#Driver −−>
411
412 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; Driver ">
413 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; MonitorComponent"/>
414 </Class>
415
416
417
418 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#Eff ic iency −−>
419
420 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; E f f i c i e n c y ">
421 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; CalculatedGMetric "/>
422 </Class>
423
424
425
426 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#EnergyConsumption −−>
427
428 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; EnergyConsumption">
429 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; ObservedGMetric"/>
430 </Class>
431
432
433
434 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#EnergySource −−>
435
436 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; EnergySource ">
437 </Class>
438
439
440
441 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#GreenEnergy −−>
442
443 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; GreenEnergy">
444 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; EnergySource "/>
445 </Class>
446
447
448
449 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#GreenMetric −−>
450
451 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; GreenMetric ">
452 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Metric "/>
453 </Class>
454
455
456
457 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#
458 HardwareSensorComponent −−>
459
460 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; HardwareSensorComponent">
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461 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Sensor "/>
462 </Class>
463
464
465
466 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#Load −−>
467
468 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; Load">
469 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; MonitorComponent"/>
470 </Class>
471
472
473
474 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#Measurement −−>
475
476 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; Measurement">
477 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; MonitorComponent"/>
478 </Class>
479
480
481
482 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#Metric −−>
483
484 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; Metric ">
485 </Class>
486
487
488
489 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#MonitorComponent −−>
490
491 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; MonitorComponent">
492 </Class>
493
494
495
496 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#MonitorLog −−>
497
498 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; MonitorLog">
499 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; MonitorComponent"/>
500 </Class>
501
502
503
504 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#ObservedGMetric −−>
505
506 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; ObservedGMetric">
507 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; GreenMetric "/>
508 </Class>
509
510
511
512 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#Outlet −−>
513
514 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; Outlet ">
515 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; HardwareSensorComponent"/>
516 </Class>
517
518
519
520 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#PerfMetric −−>
521
522 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; Per fMetr ic ">
523 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Metric "/>
524 </Class>
525
526
527
528 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#PowerCapability −−>
529
530 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; PowerCapabil ity ">
531 </Class>
532
533
534
535 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#PowerConsumption −−>
536
537 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; PowerConsumption">
538 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; ObservedGMetric"/>
539 </Class>
540
541
542
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543 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#PowerFactor −−>
544
545 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; PowerFactor">
546 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; ObservedGMetric"/>
547 </Class>
548
549
550
551 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#PowerMeter −−>
552
553 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; PowerMeter">
554 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; HardwareSensorComponent"/>
555 </Class>
556
557
558
559 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#PowerState −−>
560
561 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; PowerState">
562 </Class>
563
564
565
566 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#Quantity −−>
567
568 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; Quantity">
569 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; CalculatedGMetric "/>
570 </Class>
571
572
573
574 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#Sensor −−>
575
576 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; Sensor ">
577 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; MonitorComponent"/>
578 </Class>
579
580
581
582 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#
583 SoftwareSensorComponent −−>
584
585 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; SoftwareSensorComponent">
586 <rd f s : subClassOf rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Sensor "/>
587 </Class>
588
589
590
591 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#Unit −−>
592
593 <Class rd f : about="&ed l ; Unit">
594 </Class>
595
596
597
598 <!−−
599 ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
600 //
601 // Indiv iduals
602 //
603 ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
604 −−>
605
606
607
608
609 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#EmissionEfficiency −−>
610
611 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ; Emi s s i onE f f i c i ency ">
612 <rd f : type rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; E f f i c i e n c y "/>
613 </NamedIndividual>
614
615
616
617 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#EnergyEfficiency −−>
618
619 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ; EnergyEf f i c i ency ">
620 <rd f : type rd f : r e sou r c e="&ed l ; E f f i c i e n c y "/>
621 </NamedIndividual>
622
623
624
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625 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#Nuclear −−>
626
627 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ; Nuclear ">
628 <rd f : type rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; GreenEnergy"/>
629 </NamedIndividual>
630
631
632
633 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#Solar −−>
634
635 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ; So la r ">
636 <rd f : type rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; GreenEnergy"/>
637 </NamedIndividual>
638
639
640
641 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#Thermal −−>
642
643 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ; Thermal">
644 <rd f : type rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; BrownEnergy"/>
645 </NamedIndividual>
646
647
648
649 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#TotalElectr ic i tyCost −−>
650
651 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ; To t a lE l e c t r i c i t yCo s t ">
652 <rd f : type rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Quantity"/>
653 </NamedIndividual>
654
655
656
657 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#TotalEmission −−>
658
659 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ; TotalEmiss ion ">
660 <rd f : type rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; Quantity"/>
661 </NamedIndividual>
662
663
664
665 <!−− http : //www. science . uva . nl/research/sne/edl#Wind −−>
666
667 <NamedIndividual rd f : about="&ed l ;Wind">
668 <rd f : type rd f : r e s ou r c e="&ed l ; GreenEnergy"/>
669 </NamedIndividual>
670 </rd f :RDF>





Appendix B

List of Abbreviations

ANN Artificial Neural Network
BDII Berkeley Data Base Information Index
BoD Bandwidth on Demand
CIM Common Information Model
CPU Central Processing Unit
CUE Carbon Usage Effectiveness
DAS-4 Distributed ASCI Supercomputer 4
DCN Data Center Network
DMTF Distributed Management Task Force
DPID DataPath Identifier
DVFS Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling
ECMP Equal-Cost Multi-Path
EDL Energy Description Language
EEE Energy Efficient Ethernet
EKB Energy Knowledge Base
EMAN Energy Management
EXR Exclusive Routing
GHG GreenHouse Gas
GIM Green Information Model
GLIF Global Lambda Integrated Facility
GMDH Group Method of Data Handling
GMM Gaussian Mixture Model
GPU Graph Processing Unit
GRE Generic Routing Encapsulation
GRNET Greek Research and Technology Network
GSN GreenStar Network
GSNONT GreenStar Network Ontology
GUI Graphical User Interface
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineer
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
INDL Infrastructure and Network Description Language
IP Internet Protocol
MDS Monitoring and Discovery System
NIC Network Interface Card
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98 APPENDIX B. LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

NML Network Markup Language
NM-WG Network Measurements Working Group
NREN National Research and Education Network
OFC OpenFlow Controller
OID Object Identifier
OS Operating System
OSPF Open Shortest Path First
OWL Web Ontology Language
PBC Power Budget Calculator
PDU Power Distribution Unit
PM Physical Machine
PMC Performance Monitoring Counter
PUE Power Usage Effectiveness
QMA Query Manager Agent
RCDA Resource Collector and Description Agent
RDF Resource Description Framework
RDFS Resource Description Framework Schema
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
SDN Software Defined Network
SLA Service Level Agreement
SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol
SPARQL SPARQL Protocol and Query Language for RDF
SSD Solid State Disk
S-MDS Semantic Monitoring and Discovery System
S-OGSA Semantic Open Grid Service Architecture
TCO Total Cost of Ownership
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
TeS Test Set
TrS Training Set
TSDB Time Series Data Base
UML Unified Modeling Language
URI Uniform Resource Identifier
URL Uniform Resource Locator
vCPE Virtual Customer Premises Equipment
VM Virtual Machine
vLAN Virtual Local Area Network
VS Validation Set
XML Extensible Markup Language



Appendix C

Source Code Repositories

• An OWL file and Java library of the Infrastructure and Network Description
Language:
https://bitbucket.org/uva-sne/indl

• An OWL file and Java library of the Energy Description Language:
https://bitbucket.org/uva-sne/edl

• Source codes of The Energy Knowledge Base, data and source codes of power
estimation:
https://bitbucket.org/uva-sne/ekb

• Source codes of the Energy-aware OpenNaaS, Source codes and a video of
Green Routing Demo:
https://bitbucket.org/uva-sne/green-routing-demo

• Source codes of the Green Routing Simulator:
https://bitbucket.org/uva-sne/green-routing-simulator
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